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Funding rules
prompt Hazel
wastewater
connections

Beshear
looks to
balance
budget
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Besides preparing a two-year
spending plan for lawmakers to
consider
beginning in
January, Gov.Steve
elect
Beshear is trying to find a
way to balance
year's
this
budget.
Beshear
The
told
(Louisville)
courier-Journal in a story published Tuesday that he is "very
concerned about the financial
outlook" for state government.
In the weeks after the Nov. 6
election — in which Beshear, a
Democrat, defeated Republican
Gov. Ernie Fletcher — state
agencies have made $166 million in requests for additional
state money this year.
The largest part was a
request for $112 million for
Medicaid, which provides
health insurance for the poor
and disabled. He said it is too
early to say if he would order
spending cuts in the current fiscal year, which lads June 30, or
impose a hiring freeze.
Beshear told the newspaper
that he doesn't envision any
layoffs.
State Rep. Harry Moberly,
D-Richmond, chairman of the
House budget committee, said
the state has a "rainy day" fund

ing. City Councilwoman Nancy
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Mieure said the city has
Staff Writer
funds
matching
d
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HAZEL, Ky. —Anyo
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business licensing ordi-;
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Local Relay for Life earns national honor
Special to the Ledger
Thanks to Murray and
Calloway County individuals
and generous contributors,
Relay For Life of Calloway
County has achieved state and
national honors.
The Relay For Life of
Calloway County ranked eighth
nationally in per capita fund
raising or a community of its
size and is among the top 25 per
capita fund raisers in Kentucky.
Calloway County raised
$205.000 for the Amencan
Cancer Society this past summer
at the Regional Special Events
Center.
"Our community should be
proud," said Tracy McKinney,
Relay For Life 2008 chair.
"Right here in our very own
community, we are making a
large contribution to the fight
against cancer."
McKinney said the award is
very special because the enure
community shares the honor..
"There were so many people
involved to make this happen
that it truly makes it a community award," he said.
"There are not enough ways
to show our appreciation for this
level of support for this
American Cancer Society Relay
For Life event," said Pam
Whittemore. community representative for the American
Cancer Society.
Thel 2th Relay For Life of
Calloway County will be Friday,
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awards were presented at Relay Reunio
For Life; Angie McKinney, RFL of Calloway
chairperson of Kentucky State Council of Relay
Wall,
2008 RFL of Calloway County chair; Celia
County committee member; Tracy McKinney,
past chair RFL of
,
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Rosan
and
r;
membe
tee
RFL of Calloway County commit
chair.
Calloway County and national RFL committee
is the signa- and diminishing suffering from
Life
For
Relay
once
will
May 2, 2008, and
for the cancer, through research, educaevent
sing
fundrai
ture
again be held at Stewart
. The tion, advocacy and service.
Society
Stadium on the Murray State American Cancer
For more information, call
American Cancer Society is the
University campus.
American Cancer Society
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-based,
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To volunteer or for more nationw
e at l-800-ACS-2345 or
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Web
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to eliminating cancer visit
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Murray State University will honor its most Griffin. Bachelor of Science, Lynne Gustafson,
recent graduates on Saturday. Dec. 15, at 10 Bachelor of Arts, Leslie Hamilton, Bachelor of
a.m., inside the Regional Special Events Center. Science. Tyler Harper, Bachelor of Science, Joe
The event marks the university's 10th annual Hams, Bachelor of Science in Agncutture; Justin
Bachelor of Science in Business,
December Commencement. August 2007 gradu- Hendrick.
Michelle Hendnckson, Bachelor of Science in
ates and December 2(X)7 graduation candidates
Business, James Henry. Bachelor of Science,
will be recognized at the official mid-year cere- Jared Hill, Bachelor of Science. Joseph Hobbs,
mony.
Bachelor of Music; Wesley James. Bachelor of
Complete and updated commencement infor- Fine Arts, Angela Johnson. Bachelor of Science.
mation can be viewed online at www.mur- Rebekah
Business
of
Master
Kent,
raystate.edu. Persons seeking additional infor- Administration, Carla Kingins, Bachelor of
to Science in Business, Paul Lamb, Associate of
questions
email
should
mation
graduation@murraystatc.edu. Guests who may Arts, Susan Lassiter. Bachelor of Science in
require special accommodations should contact Business, Heather Macha, Master of Business
the Office of Equal Opportunity at 809-3155. or Administration, Carolyn Marcum, Bachelor of
Master of
the Regional Special Events Center at 809-5577 Science in Nursing, Teca Maxwell, Science in
Arts. Robyn Mayfield, Bachelor of
informamore
for
809-3361
(270)
or TDD —
Business. Janey McClain, Bachelor of Fine Arts;
tion.
Andrew McClure, Bachelor of Science,
tiqfailable in the Stewart Thomasina
Parking will r
of
Bachelor
McCormick,
be
will
busses
Stadium parking t. 'Shiittle
Independent Studies, Lauren McKendree,
available to transport guests from the parking lot Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Reid
to the front doors of the RSEC.
McKinney. Bachelor of Independent Studies.
According to information from the registrar's Angelia Melvin, Bachelor of Science Tiffany
office, a total of 899 students have applied for Milam, Bachelor of Science. Laura Miller,
degrees at the end of the fall 2007 semester. The Bachelor of Science in Nursing, Noreen Murphy,
following individuals from Calloway County Bachelor of Science, Lynny Muuka, Master of
are among the December graduation applicants: Science, Shannon Nelson, Bachelor of
Akan Aguiar. Bachelor of Arts; Robert Allison. Independent Studies, Kayla Olive. Bachelor of
Master of Science. Sean Andrus, Bachelor of
Science, Michael Arneson. Master of Arts.
Jennifer Bartlett. Master of Arts, Teresa Betts.
Master of Business Administration, Michael
Bolen, Bachelor of Science. Jerry Boyd.
Bachelor of Science. Ellie Burns. Master of Arts
in Education, John Byars, Bachelor of
Independent Studies, Ross Clark. Bachelor of
Science. Conney Cook. Bachelor of Science.
Joseph Crawford. Master of Science. Summer
Cross, Master of Science in Nursing, Kory
Cunningham. Bachelor of Science. Amanda
D'Angelo, Bachelor of Science. Michael Dail,
Master of Science, Jennifer Davenport. Master
of Arts, Kathleen DoIon Furches. Bachelor of
Independent Studies. Ryan Domescik, Bachelor
of Science. Elizabeth Erwin, Bachelor of Arts.
Cindy Farmer, Master of Science. Sara Fender,
Bachelor of Science. Audrey Ferguson. Bachelor
of Ads, Gina Fielder, Bachelor of Arts. Rhea Ann
Flanery, Bachelor of Science. Joshua
Flaspoehler, Master of Business Administration.
Bradley Galloway, Bachelor of Science. Kimberly

Science, Aaron Pitman, Bachelor of Science.
Cheryl Polichette. Bachelor of Science, Michael
Pritchard, Bachelor of Science. Desiree Quasi,
Bachelor of Science, Carole Randolph, Bachelor
of Social Work. Megan Raspberry, Master of
Science, Elizabeth Ray, Bachelor of Science,
Chelsea Riggins. Associate of Arts, Lynn
Rogers, Bachelor of Science, April Rooker.
Master of Business Administration, Kathryn
Salazar. Master of Arts in Education. Kenneth
Scott, Bachelor of Science, Derek Shaffer.
Bachelor of Science in Business, Bnan Shelby.
Bachelor of Science, Knsta Shelby, Bachelor of
Science. Caleb Smith, Bachelor of Science,
Michael Snyder. Bachelor of Science, Erik
Spencer. Bachelor of Science; Joseph
Stambaugh, Master of Arts in Education
Chelsea Stephenson, Bachelor of Science in
Nursing, Mary Jennifer Thompson, Bachelor of
Science in Nursing. Brandon Thurmond.
Bachelor of Science, Bnttany Vaughn, Bachelor
of Science in Nursing. Brandy Watkins. Bachelor
of Science, Marshall Welch, Bachelor of Arts
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Commerce held its
BUSINESSOBREAKFAST: The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Regional Special
annual Business@Breakfast event Tuesdaylat Murray State University's
Annual
Hospital's
County
-Calloway
Murray
The
Events Center. The meeting was titled
above,
Pictured
MCCH.
at
expansion
upcoming
the
on
information
Checkup," and included
at MCCH,
Keith Bailey, lett, hospital CEO, and Bud Byars, center, director of plant operations
tells a humorous
listen intently as Dr. Jack Rose, chairman of the MCCH board of directors,
meeting.
the
of
start
the
to
pnor
story

Photo provided
INDUSTRIAL PARK PREPARATION: Pictured is a house located on land near the Calloway
County Industnal Park along U S 641 North which was torn down as the first step toward
paopanng the property to expand the industnal park land
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From Front
on the ordinance because of the
number of revisions to the original document approved during
a meeting in November. "We
made some modifications,
mainly in the wording, based on
some suggestions from (city
attorney) Trevor Coleman," he
said. "There were enough
changes in the wording that we
felt we needed to do another
first reading instead of an
amendment."
The revised ordinance also
requires the posting of business
licenses in a conspicuous place
in each vendor's booth allowing
city officials or a code enforcer
to determine whether or not a
license has been obtained.
Vasseur said a revision of the
ordinance was needed to make
the law "less vague and more
specific" so that should the
council proceed with legal
action there will be no questionable issues during court proceedings.
Mieure said there were a
total of about nine wording
changes. "I've been in contact
with the Kentucky League of
Cities and they say that an
amendment would have been
good enough if we had only one
change. But with nine, we
decided to just go ahead and do
another first reading," she said.
"We didn't even vote on the
other one. It just made more

sense that ss.1),...
Vasseur said the Hazel City
Council will meet in special session at 7 p.m.. Dec. 10 .at Hazel
City Hall for a second reading
on both the wastewater/sewage
and the business licensing ordinances. The public is invited to
attend the meeting and participate in the meeting.
Also, Vasseur assigned each
council member a specialty area
covering six aspects of Hazel
city government that need particular and continuing focus.
The assignments were made to
assist both residents and council
members in easily dealing with
the issues of most concern to
voters, he said.
The assignments were: Pat
Latimer, parks and recreation;
Mieure. public safety; Joe
Thompson, streets and roads;
Swick, community
Rinda
affairs; Lori Charlton, grants
and development. Another area
concerning the need for a business liaison will be assigned to a
newly-appointed sixth member
of the council at a later date.
During the meeting, the
council accepted the resignation
Mary
Councilwoman
of
Gallimore, a I4-year city resident and manager of BB&T
Bank in Hazel. She was sworn

in by Vasseur in August: shortly
after the former Hazel City
Commission became the Hazel
City Council and took on two
new members.
"She was a good council
member and we're sorry to see
her go," he said. "We thanked
her for her services and we'll
just go on from there."
The council has begun a
search for a sixth new member
who is expected to be sworn in
as soon as possible.
In other business, the coun-
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funding for a Christmas banquet
honoring members of the Hazel
Volunteer Fire Department. The
event is scheduled for Tuesday.
Dec. 18, and is open to all firefighters and their families.
"We'll have their families
there and cater a meal for
them," Vasseur said.
Department volunteers were
kept busy this year fighting field
fires caused by drought.
111 recognized the Hazel
Lion's Club for putting up the
city's Christmas decorations.
• tabled revisions to the
city's proposed animal ordinance until the next regularlyscheduled meeting set for 7 p.m.
on Jan. 7.

•Balance budget ...
said he has no plan to reverse
his campaign promise to oppose
that could cover the imbalance. an increase in the cigarette tax.
The fund has $231.5 million in
"1..sksn't anticipate proposing
it. But Moberly said Beshear any ads of tax increases at this
might want to preserve much of point," he said.
that money and impose cuts.
He also didn't criticize
The supplemental budget Fletcher for not drawing attenrequests for this year follow a tion to the budget outlook
reduced forecast of state rev- before the election.
enues. Underlying all that is the
"I don't think it's beneficial
fact that the current budget to try to assess blame for our sitspends more than $400 million uation," he said."I'm just trying
in one-time surplus funds —
to make sure I understand wt.at
money not available next year.
our situation is and then figDespite the outlook. Beshear ure out how to address it."
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Starting January 2008 McNutt Insurance
will be doing business as Partners Insurance.
A new name with the same great service
you have come to know for over 50 years.
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451 • Westside Court Square
Visit us at our new website at www.partnersinsagency.net
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Safety concerns raised about Daviess jail

Girl takes first steps since feet
severed on Ky. thrill ride

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — the teenager whose feet were severed on an amusement park ride at Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom
has
taken her first steps since the accident in June.
Kaidyn Lasiner, 14, began walking last week with the help of a
prosthetic leg, The Courier-Journal reported Tuesday, citing the
family's attorney.
"She's so proud of herself that she has gotten around on crutches," Larry Franklin, an attorney for the Louisville teen and her family, told the Louisville newspaper.
Kaitlyn also has regained her appetite and some weight after the
various prescription medications she takes made her sick, her family recently told the newspaper in an e-mail.
Kaitlyn continues to battle pain, depression and the uncertainty
of what will become of her reattached right foot, and doctors have
said they will not know for months if Kaitlyn's body will accept or
reject it, the family said.
Kaitlyn was riding the Superman Tower of Power on June 21
when a cable broke, severing her feet. The ride, which was closed
after the accident, lifted passengers 177 feet, then dropped them at
speeds of more than 50 mph.
The Lasitters sued Kentucky Kingdom in July, claiming the
theme park failed to maintain the ride and ensure riders' safety. A
judge ruled last week that the ride can be dismantled.
Another hearing in the lawsuit is scheduled for Dec. 14.

Kentucky man found dead
on his front porch
LEXINGTON,.Ky. (AP) — Authorities in southern Kentucky
say a man found dead on his own front porch probably froze to
death.
Laurel County Sheriff's investigators say the 53-year-old man
was found dead late Tuesday afternoon at his home in Corbin. His
name wasn't immediately released.
An autopsy is being performed to determine the cause of the
man's death, but investigators say it appears to be from hypothermia. Police also say alcohol was involved.
High temperatures in the region Tuesday were in the upper 30s
with lows in the mid-20s.
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Union: Striking nurses vote down
hospital system contract offer

Wednesday, December 5, 2007 • 3A

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — An inmate
who lost the use of his leg while waiting for
medical help is seeking class-action status
on his lawsuit tiled against the Daviess
County Detention Center.
Gregory Wayne Aull and his attorney
said doctors may have to amputate his leg
and argue the procedure could have been
prevented with better medical care.
But the case has raised questions about
understaffin,g at the jail, a lack of oversight
and unanswered medical needs, attorney
Greg Belzley said.
Belzley said complaints have come from
at least 30 former and current inmates.
David Osborne, who oversees the
Daviess County jail, defended the jail's
medical staff, but at the same time conceded
the possibility of error.
"He needed help, and he got it," Osborne
said. "But I would venture to say that mistakes are made in any facility that offers
medical help."
The case began in September 2006 when
Ault filled out a medical request for reading
glasses and complained of a head cold and
arthritic pain. He was not seen for 12 days.
Within hours of that first visit, he was
admitted to the emergency room with a
blood sugar level nearly 10 times the acceptable level.
Aull, 55, was arrested on charges of possession of marijuana and trafficking within
1,000 yards of a school. When he was
brought into the jail, he checked "no" on a
form that asked him if he was a diabetic.
Aull, whose lawsuit was filed Feb. 5,
claims he did not know he had a blood sugar
condition.
Belzley said he has been in contact with
several inmates, including former inmate
Calvin Bryant, who told the MessengerInquirer of Owensboro that he had not been
receiving his AIDS medication since the
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Wayne Aull, 55, uses a wheelchair for mobility at home with his brother, Bobby Aull,
in Owensboro, Ky. Wayne Ault suffered a diabetic coma while at the Daviess County
Detention Center. Aull lost the use of his leg while waiting for medical help is seek-,
ing class-action status on his lawsuit filed against the jail.
pills he supplied at the beginning of his
incarceration ran out.
Nurses had not ordered medicine for
more than a week after his prescription medication ran out, the newspaper found. Bryant
later suffered pneumonia and was transferred to a state prison hospital.
Belzley said other inmates have com-

plained of negligence.
Former inmate Billy Joe French said he
had suffered seizures because the jail was
refusing to give him prescribed Xanax. It is
jail policy not to administer controlled prescriptions, Belzley said.
-This was not part of his sentence," he
said.

Prof. chairs international military communications panel

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Nurses at nine Appalachian hospitals
will remain on strike after voting 455-5 Tuesday night to reject a
MSU News Bureau
(NATO)IST-067 workgroup for held twice a year in the different;
contract offer.
Dr. Mike Bowman, assistant "Tactical Communications for countries of its members, which,
Nurses working for Appalachian Regional Healthcare in
professor in Telecommunica- Urban Operations" in 2006. The include Canada, Germany, The
Kentucky and West Virginia walked out Oct. 1. Chief union negotions System Management group is part of higher level Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
tiator Pat Tanner said the company's offer was "not enough."
(TSM) at
Murray
State NATO science and technology Italy, Poland, the United
Candace Elkins, ARH spokeswoman, said the company had not
University, has just returned committees.
Kingdom and the United States.;
received official word from the Kentucky/West Virginia Nurses
from a week in Rome, Italy.
The purpose of Bowman's The committee has already met;
Association that the offer made Friday had been rejected.
Bowman attended the semi- group is to investigate and sug- in The Netherlands, Norway, the;
"But if they have voted down the contract, we are disappointed
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
that the nurses did not ratify this contract," she said in a phone inter- (AP) — A former Fruit of the annual meeting of an interna- gest ways to improve tactical United States, Canada and Italy.;
tional work group on military communications for military In the spring of 2008, the group:
view.
Loom executive and two other ,
The hospital system had set a deadline for Tuesday for the nurs- south-central Kentucky resi- communications for which he is units in a wide spectrum of will host an international cont:
urban operations that involve ference on military corrununicv:
es to make a decision on the contract offer but gave no assurances dents have been sentenced in a I the chairperson.
Bowman was appointed above ground and below ground tions and research in Prague,
that striking workers would get their jobs back. That strike settle- scheme to defraud KentuckyCzech Republic.
ment proposal was part of the vote Tuesday, Tanner said.
based Fruit of the Loom, prose- chairperson of the North interaction.
Atlantic Treaty Organization
The group's meetings are
cutors said Tuesday.
•-,•• .1-Vrsts,14
s"s•-•
^
Kalen Wade Watkins, 45, of
Alvaton, a former executive
with the company, was senROANOKE, W.Va.(AP)— Governors from leading energy pro- tenced to 10 years and one
ducing states got a chance to vent Tuesday about congressional month for conspiracy to commit
mail fraud, money laundering
inaction on America's energy future.
obstruction of justice, U.S.
At a daylong summit, officials from Kentucky and 10 other states and
Attorney David L. Huber's
called upon Capitol Hill to provide the detailed road map needed to
office said in a statement.
guide U.S. energy policy away from a dependence on foreign oil.
Laura Leigh Wells, 33, of
Instead of honestly weighing the country's energy options, "the
Bowling Green, was sentenced
Congress has operated on its own prejudices," Wyoming Gov. Dave
to one year and one day, and
Freudenthal told reporters.
Tyrone Nathaniel Tackett, 36, of
At the helm of the nation's top coal-producing state, Freudenthal Bowling Green, was sentenced
echoed the summit's key theme: as long as coal remains this coun- to one year and three months for
try's most abundant fossil fuel, it must play a central role in U.S. conspiring to defraud the underpolicy.
wear manufacturer.
"It doesn't seem that Congress is willing to move quickly
Watkins previously pleaded
enough, or at all," said Gov.-elect Steve Beshear of Kentucky, guilty to scheme
a
in which, as
another major coal state.
Fruit of the Loom's environmenThe meeting's title,"Advancing Domestic Resources in an Era of tal director, he hired companies
Carbon Challenges," hints at coal's status as the chief culprit behind owned by several co-conspiragreenhouse gases. Also under fire in Eastern states is mountaintop tors to perform services for the
removal mining. That method blasts away layers of earth to expose company and approved inflated
coal seams. The resulting debris buries the valleys below.
invoices from the companies,
according to Huber's office.
Wells, of Environmental
,.....1111111110644/
1
4.
Technology Associates, and
Tackett, of Cyclone Inc., paid
3111111••...„
HICKMAN,Ky.(AP)— Hickman City Manager Robert Murray Watkins hundreds of thousands
of dollars in kickbacks.
Jeremy Powell
Christina Columber
has resigned, after only 44 days on the job.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
Berea
Murray had replaced former City Manager Butch Dowty, who
Ashland
B. Russell also ordered the three
held the post for about four months and resigned in July.
Murray said in his letter that personal obligations prevented him to pay restitution totaling nearly
$1.7 million and were given
from applying the time necessary to fulfill his duties.
The city of about 2,700 on the Mississippi River has had seven three years of supervised
released when their sentences
city managers in the past 11 years.
end.

Making a case for coal, U.S.
energy states demand action
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Administration
reorganization
FRANKFURT - Every new Kentucky governor takes
office with favorite ideas about how the sprawling state government
can be changed to save money and
improve delivery of services to taxpayers who pay the bills
Ernie Fletcher reorganized the government structure four years ago. Paul Patton
did it over the course of two terms. Going
back to a major reorganization by Wendell
Ford more than 10 years ago, a succession
of governors has put their own individual
stamps on the state organizational chart.
Gov.-elect Steve Beshear will be no different. In fact last week he said he plans
eventually to create a Labor Cabinet and a
Cabinet for Energy Independence.
Agree Or
Labor, of course, has been a cabinetagency before. Today. under Fletcher's
NOt
By Todd Duvall agency organization, it is a department
within the sprawling Environmental and
Syndicated
Public Protection Cabinet.
Columnist
That particular cabinet began life as the
Cabinet for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
with departments relating to its purpose - the protection of
Kentucky's air, land and water from pollution in all its multiple tonns.
When Fletcher took office in 2003 and put together his
cabinet organization, he expanded enormously the agencies
under the environmental cabinet's umbrella to include just
ahout any and all state regulatory functions.
So the state's top environmental enforcer - the secretary
01 the Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet - also
overwes enforcement of state liquor laws, horse races, boxing arid wrestling matches, recreational vehicle and mobile
home standards, banks and insurance companies. And the
Depaninent of Labor as well.
Yes, the ha:I-et:try has department heads who run the dayto-day operations of their agencies and make many key decisions. But cntics from the beginning have wondered how a
cabinet secretary knowleilgeable and interested in environmental issues also can he equally knowledgeable and interested
in the often arcane laws and regulations that govern insurance companies and the medications that legally can be used
on race horses Even attorneys' eyes glaze over at the complexities of workers compensation laws, unless they happen
to specialize in that lucrative practice.
So it would he wise for the transition team Beshear has
assigned the Cabinet ftx Environmental arid Public Protection
to consider dividing it into two or more independent agen.
A separate Labor Cabinet, of course, is as much a prestige designation as anything else, a reward for labor support
that played a strong role in Beshear•s stunning victory margin last month
As tor a v ahmet-level agency dedicated to energy independence. it's an interesting idea at a time when $100-a-barrel oil is being predicted and $3-a-gallon gasoline apparently
is here to stay
But it also is doubtful Beshear can or even wants to
wean Kentucky oft of its dependence on electrical power
generated with Kentucky coal or convince automakers with
plants throughout the state to double the gas mileage on all
their products
Al best. sush an agency will be largely educational in
nature. Whether that is worthy of a scat in the governor's
Executive Cabinet is up to the new governor to decide.
So tar, Beshear's cabinet appointments have represented
men and women with experience in the jobs they will perform No surprises or especially controversial selections.
In the days before his Dec II inauguration and the
weeks leading up to Jan I. Beshear will be working to
complete as mans of,thoseNappointments as possible to make
for a smooth transition fruiml the outgoing administration.
It is worth a reminder, however, that at this time four
c-iirs ago. much the same was being said of Ernie Fletcher's
new appointees, none of whom are left to turn out the
lights It didn't work out quite the way they envisioned it.
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Tiger Tales 2007
Having a dreary day?
Need a pick-me-up. something to make you smile?
Get hold of a copy of Murray Elementary's -Tiger
Tales," a collection of student prose, poetry and art.
One look at the cover will
cheer you up. Page through
the book and you will find
your stress level sinking. The
frown on your forehead will
fade away.
This marks the 20th year
of the school's anthology.
and every year I think the
publication cannot get any
better and it does. Two-thousand-seven's cover. decorated
with a whimsical drawing by
Delaney Anderson. features a
gaily-striped tiger reading
"Tiger Tales." Open the book
and the title page is festooned with another tiger.
created by Kennedy Jones.
This green-eyed feline's grin
spells out 'Tiger Tales," one
letter per tooth.
The first section of the
book, -Tales of America,"
presents a unique writing
assignment. Apparently, kids
aged 5-6 were asked to
write what they would say if
they were president and had
to give a speech. Ms. Emily
Raines declares, "I Love
Being/ President." Hannah
Lawson offers some practical
wisdom: 'Treat others/ the
way you/ want to be / treated." Michael Stayers says
simply. "Be Good."
From presidential sentiments. the content shifts into
'Tales of Animals." Alex
Thome. age 7. celebrates cats
of all kinds. including.
"Long. short, pokka dot

cats."
One of the most charming
aspects of 'Tiger Tales" is
that writings are reproduced
as written, complete with
phonetic spelling that always
reveals great creativity. Ava
Munsey's 'Tiger" poem
spells the colors of orange
and black with impeccable
accuracy, and then lists other
attributes: "Strips and TelU
Fure/ Ror."
Besides the writings, there
is student artwork. One of
my favorites is "My Dog
Max." by six-year-old Cayla
Rossi. In the picture, a little
girl whose heart is almost as
big as her head, stands in a
meadow of flowers with a
smiling dog. The sky sports
a plump sun, streaks of high
clouds, and a rainbow. It is
a happy scene, guaranteed to
warm up even the staunchest
Scrooge among us.
Family Tales are very
popular among the young
set. Take Tara Williams. for
instance, who declares that
her dad, "...makes me feel
safe."
'Though she confesses to
fighting with her big brother,
Lily Ramey also admits that
sometimes she plays dirty:
"Most of the time I win
because I start crying and he
gets in troble." Nevertheless,
little sister claims she loves
him "a lot."
Friends take the stage in
another section of 'Tiger
Tales." Six-year-old Grant
Jones lauds friend, Tyler.
"Me and Tyler went to Fassolies." he reports. "I ate a
lot. Then I went to his
hous."

Todd Moan is editorial pace editor for The State Journal
rankfort
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Yet another semester is winding
down, and I am left to wonder if the
students in my History classes have
gained anything at all from the experience. In my American History classes
we have covered a
wide range of topics
in the period before
the Civil War. Of
course,want my
students to learn and
remember certain facts
of American History,
but even more than
Pt
that, I want them to
become excited about
the study of History
itself.
George Santayaria,
By James
the Spanish philosoDuane Bolin
pher and critic, wrote
that "a country without memory is a
country of madmen."
and I don't want my students to contribute to the lunacy of a world suffering from historical amnesia. An amnesiac is unable to function, to live fully,
and certainly those suffering from historical amnesia are no different: it is
impossible to function, to live full, satisfying lives, if we ate unable or
unwilling to remember.
The historian, Emest R. May, put it
this way. 'The general ability of
American citizens to reason historically

J

shows a
"Tales of Imagination"
take the reader many places.
tiger on the
Brandon Tish, age 8, speaks
basketball
of being "souroundeed by
court, ready
grass hoppers," and leaves us to sink a 2hanging with the promise
pointer.
that the story is, 'To be
John
contined."
Smetana,
Carter Reid's fabulous
age 5. has
illustration, "The Doctor Is
sketched a
In,- depicts a strange landtiger with
scape in which a giant head
five tails
Main Street
with stitches above its eyeand four
By Constance
brow perches near the path
stripes on
Alexander
to the doctor's office. The
his body, its
Local
mysterious one-eyed, brick
front foot
Columnist
façade has a rod poking
poised to
from the top of its tower.
step out of
"Beware," one of the signs
the picture.
warns. Another ominous
On the back cover, a
detail is the gravestone with
friendly-looking tiger grins at
"RIP" inscribed on it.
readers while its tail, in sinBeau Osborne, age 6, creuous precision, curves into
ates an amazing rainy day
the word "Tales."
by drawing an elongated, El
In the Acknowledgements,
Greco-type house, with verti- "Tiger Tales" celebrates
cal lines streaming down the
"children as authors of
front and a mysterious front
unique pieces of work. As
door with a hole in the centhe tradition continues, stuter.
dents gain confidence in
Emily Winstead captures
themselves and literature
"Playing Outside" in her
around them. Tiger Tales will
drawing of a happy girl,
continue to be a tradition of
arms thrown upward, fingers
excellence."
splayed like sunbeams. She
Hurrah to that, I say, and
stands outside a house with
thanks to MES principal,
no windows or doors. In the
Janet Caldwell, the Murray
corner, the sun looks like a
Foundation for Excellence
closed eye, a diagonal slit
and the PT'0 for their
with five eyelashes.
unswerving support of writSince the cover design for ing and art.
'Tiger Tales" is always a
tough choice, this year's
For more information,
issue includes an array of
contact Principal Caldwell at
ideas that did not make the
the school, 270-753-5022.
final cut. Celeste Siqueiros,
Read Main Street online
8 years old, has fashioned
at www.murrayledgercont.
-Tiger Tales" to look like
Contact the columnist direct!'
striped peppermint letters,
at constancealexander
while Nico Ferreyra, also 8,
@newwavecomm.net.

— that is, to use experience effectively
— is of the greatest importance to our
present and future well being. Our
survival- in this era, or any other,
depends on our ability to reason from
expenence. On that ability, more than
anything else, hangs our continued economic growth, our constitutional
longevity, and our personal adjustments
to change.- May believes that our
very survival depends on our ability -to
reason historically."
I try to convince my students that
the study of History is just plain fun,
hut there is this more serious reason to
study the past. Ow survival depends
on it! According to May, the teaching
of History in schools is a necessity,
rather than an expendable luxury.
"Comparing particular situations is one
of the standard ways in which we all
use history," he writes. 'The one great
Opportunity to develop the habit of
making such comparisons comes when
people study History in school. History provides the appropriate analogies
that establish the relevancy between
past and present."
In 1639, Thomas Fuller. another historian, wrote about the advantages
gained by those who maintain a high
regard for the past. In the language of
his time. Fuller wrote about the advantages History affords to mm. but his
ideas have always applied to women as
well.

"What a pity it is," he wrote, "to
see a proper gentleman to have such a
crick in his neck that he cannot look
backward! Yet no better is he who
cannot see behind him the actions
which long since were performed. History maketh a young man to be old
without either wrinkles Or gray hairs:
pnvilegint him with the experience of
age, without either the infirmities or
inconveniences thereof. Yea, it not
only maketh things past, present; but •
enableth one to make a rational conjecture of things to come. For this world
affordeth no new accidents. . . . Old ;.
actions return again, furbished over
with some new and different circumstances"
-Oh, to be young again." we hear
the middle-aged or the elderly lament.
But think of the experience and the
memones that only age can bring.
According to Fuller, the study of History gives us the benefits of the experience of age, 'without either wrinkles or
gray hairs."
The experience of age, without the
infirmities of age. A very good thing
indeed.
Dwast Bohn teaches in the Department of History at Murray State Ustiversify He "icy be reached at
duane.bolueernurraystate.eda
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William Glen (Romeo) Etamett

William Glen (Romeo)Barnett, 83, Hazel, died
Tuesday. Dec. 4,
*2007. at 11:16 Lm. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired mechanic at Parker Ford, he was
a
member of the Volunteer Fire Department of Hazel
and was a member and assistant treasurer of Hazel
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 6, 1924, he was the son
of the late Leroy and Jessie Weston Barnett.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha
Smothennon Barnett, to whom he was married
July 12, (948; two sons, Mike Barnett and wife,
Jan, Hazel, and Ken Barnett and wife, Terri,
Paducah;
five brothers, J.L. Barnett and .wife,
Barnett
Barbara, Max Barnett and wife, Sandra, Dale
Barnett and wife, Barbara, Leroy Barnett and Oliver Barnett,
all of
Murray; five sisters, Mrs. Rachael Walske, River Rouge.
Mich.,
Mrs. Elaine Collins, Murray, Mrs. Maxine Suns, Michigan,
Mrs.
Bernice Phelps and husband, Dolphus, Louisville, and Mrs.
Rhonda
Wrye and husband, Gene, Cadiz; six grandchildren, Brian,
Kristin,
Robert and Sam Barnett, Stacey Young, and Tracy Suits; two greatgrandchildren, Jacob Young and Jackson Suits.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
Rev. Brent Lee and Rev. Jerry Lee will officiate. Burial will be in the
Barnett Cemetery in Calloway County, but no graveside service will
be held.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department, P.O. Box 141, Hazel, KY 42049 or Hazel Baptist
Church Building Fund,P.O. Box 129, Hazel, KY 42049. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
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Gerald (Too) Raspberry

sinnto

Gerald (Tojo) Raspberry, 73, Osborne Road, Hazel, died
Tuesday, Dec. 4, 2007, at 11:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A retired farmer and carpenter, he was of Baptist faith. Born May
7, 1934, in Calloway County. he was the son of the late Hubert
Raspberry and Gladys Hendricks Raspberry. Also preceding him in
death were one sister, Patsy Stenburg, and five brothers, James,
Hugh Donald, Farley, Randall and Billie Raspberry.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Raspberry; one daughter. Mrs. Vickie Powers and husband, Ray. Murray; three sons, Tony
Raspberry and wife Cheryl, Gary Raspberry and Jeff Raspberry, and
one sister, Mrs. Faye Lassiter, all of Hazel; one brother, Joe Max
Raspberry and wife, Bonnie, Murray; three grandchildren, Adam
Herndon. Buchanan, Tenn., Megan Oliver and husband, Daniel,
Murray, and Austin Raspberry, Hazel. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
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A graveside service for Mrs. Joyce Marilee Williams will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the Farmington Cemetery, Farmington. Will
McSweeney will officiate. Visitation will be at J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home of Murray from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Williams, 70, St. Rt. 381, Sedalia, died Monday, Dec. 3,
2007, at 3:50 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired trick driver, she and her husband, Roger Williams who
died Feb. 6, 2006, both drove as a team for Griffith Trucking
Company, Mayfield. She was a member of Cuba Church of Christ.
One daughter, Cathy Williams Wilson, prec'etled her in death. Born
Nov. 23, 1937, in Peoria, 111..'she was the daughter of the late
Wilbert Hill and Arletta Conell Hill.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Cindy Henderson and
husband, David, Sedalia, Mrs. Wendy Orten, Murray, Mrs, Teri
Harvey, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Jody Erwin, Mayfield; one son,
Marty Williams and wife% Alisa, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Cheryl
Hackney, Sacramento, Calif.; one brother, Bert Hill and wife,
Cheryl, Lincoln, 111;_12 grandchildren, Mac McCuiston, Nash
Orten, Terra Osbonie, Tai Orten, Angie I add Brandy Cox and
Brandon Boggess, all of Murray, Chris, Aaron, James and Shawn
Williams, all of Mayfield, and Josh Henderson. Sedalia; seven greatgrandchildren, Samantha and Will Osborne, Bailey Yates, Tanley
Ladd and Chaney Cox, all of Murray, and Miley and Brooke
Williams, both of Mayfield.
•

Mrs. Valentina (Tina) Goodman

The funeral for Mrs. Valentina (Tina) Goodman will be Friday at
7 p.m. in the chapel of hues-Miller Funeral Home. Visitation will be
at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. Thursday and 4
to 7 p.m. Friday. Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmillercom Expressions of sympathy may
Thomas E Lovett Sr.
be made to Quilt Lovers of Murray, Attn. Lee Furst,
Thomas E. Lovett Sr., 83, Old Lynn Grove Road, Murray, died
883 Boatwright Trail, Murray, KY 42071.
Tuesday. Dec. 4, 2007, at 4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Goodman, 52, Murray, died Monday. Dec. 3, 2007, at 8:30
Hospital.
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a United States
A former employee of the former Murray Division of the Tappan Navy commander
and retired executive officer of the Naval Station
Company, he was an ardent barterer and of Baptist faith.
at Pearl Harbor.
Born June 19, 1924, in Marshall County, he was the son of the
She was born Feb. 2, 1955, in Orange, Conn. Her father, Agapios
late Jess Gatewood Lovett and Monico Mathis Lovett. Also preced- (Gabby)
Cargos, preceded her in death. Survivors include her husing him in death were three sisters, Lucille Shepard, Inez Lovett and band, David
Goodman; her mother, Mrs. Y. Elizabeth Cargos,
Imogene Nelson.
Lakeland, Fla.; three brothers, Gregory Cargos, Yuma, Ariz.,
•••• Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lounell Oakley Lovett; one son, Richard
Cargos, Guildford, Conn., and George Cargos, Orange,
:4unior Lovett and wife, Ann. Murray; two daughters, Mrs. Cathy Conn.
Stockdale and husband, Johnnie, Hazel, and Mrs. Carolyn Carroll
and husband, Franklin, Murray; one brother, Charles Lovett and
Hugh Albert Jackson
wife, Avalon, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Nelline Jones, Benton; five
The funeral for Hugh Albert Jackson will be today (Wednesday)
grandchildren, Mrs. Renee Lax and husband, Tim, Jeanne Carroll, at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Rev.
and Jason Carroll and wife, Jennifer, all of Murray, and Jamie Rick
Miller and Bob Warren will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Stockdale and wife, Kristi, and Johnna Stockdale, all of Hazel; four Pace
Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online con.great-grandchildren, Chantry, Cole and Callie Carroll and Jordan dolences
may be sent to www.filbeckcannking.com
Lax, all of Murray; brother-in-law, Johnny Nelson, Marshall
Mr. Jackson,82, Hardin, died Sunday. Dec. 2, 2007, at 10:20 a.m.
County.
at his home. Preceding him in death were his parents, Albert
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Churchill- Dolphus
Jackson and Valeria Wolverton Jackson; two brothers, Rex
Imes Family Funeral Home. Matthew Williams and Jason Carroll Jackson
and Cecil H. Jackson; and one sister, Katie Lawrence.
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Ann Parker, Brewers; one brothVisitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today er, Hardy Lee
Jackson, Hardin; four nieces; five nephews.
Wednesday). Online condolences may be made at
w w.imesrniIler.com
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Mrs. Joyce Marilee Williams

Mrs. Lithe Mae Wolford Pickett
Mrs. Lillie Mae Wolford Pickett, 89, Ledbetter, died Monday.
Dec. 3, 2007. at 11:20 a.m. at Oakview Manor Nursing and
Rehabilitation.
. Preceding her in death were her husband, Willard David Pickett,
one daughter. Letha Joe Hopkins, her parents, George Washington
Wolford and Ellie Myrtle Miller Wolford, one sister and five brothers. A member of Ohio Valley Baptist Church, she was born in
Savanah, Tenn.
Survivors include one son, David George Pickett, Srnithland;
three grandchildren. Sherry lo Pickett, Smithland, Reggie Tubbs,
Gage, and David Wayne Pickett, Hardin: three great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today (Wednesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Milner and On Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Terry Mitcherson will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Oakgrove Cemetery in Ledbetter.
, Expressions of sympathy may be made to Ohio Valley Baptist
Church. P.O. Box 214, Ledbetter, KY 42058.

Mrs. Sue Brandon
The funeral for Mrs. Sue Brandon will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Tim
Cole will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Derek Lawrence. Ron
Shoffner, Calvin Gibson, Joe Bruce Evans, Joe
Beard and Brodie Merrell. Burial will follow in the
Scott's Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
9 p.m. today (Wednesday). Online condolences
may be sent to www.yorkfuneralhorne.com
Mrs. Brandon, 60, Murray-Paris Road, Hazel,
died Sunday. Dec. 2. 2007, at 11 p.m. at her home.
Brandon
A member of Hazel Baptist Church. she was a
homemaker and her hobbies were gardening and canning. Preceding
her in death were her husband. Larry Ray Overbey, and one grandson, Cody Crass.
Survivors include special friend, Dale Brandon, and her parents,
Vesta Shelton and Billie Jo White Shelton, all of Hazel; two daughters, Lisa Crass and friend, Shane Jackson, Water Valley. and
Tammy Merrell, Murray; three sisters. Mrs. Diane Scott and Mrs.
Janice Meadows and husband, Stan, all of HMI. and Mrs. Joni
Beard and husband, Joe, New Concord; six grandchildren, Kacie
Crass. Brodie Merrell Karson Crass, Rachael Merrell. Hunter
Merrell and Kennedy Crass; one greet-grandchild,Emma Lawrence;
four nieces and nephews, Christy Garland and husband. Chad,
Dustin Beard, Tasha J. Beard and April Meadows; two great-mecca.
Philicady and Emily Garland.

Findings in VA review to
be revealed in January
MARION, Ill. (AP) — general's report before it is
Findings of a federal review of a made public, Durbin spokesVeterans Affairs hospital where woman Christina Mulka said.
a former doctor has been linked
Scrutiny in Marion has
to the deaths of 10 patients mushroomed since August,
should be made public next when Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez
month, an official with the resigned three days after a
investigating agency says.
(Murray) Kentucky man bled to
Dr. David Daigh, assistant death following gallbladder surinspector general for health care gery the surgeon performed.
inspection for the Department of
Shortly afterward, that hospiVeterans Affairs' Office of the tal suspended inpatient operaInspector General, said his tions because of a spike in postoffice's report "will lay out a surgical deaths and reassigned
number of issues" related to the or placed on leave several offisurgical department at the VA in cials, including the chief of surMarion. He declined to elabo- gery. The VA says 10 patients
rate.
died under the care of Veizaga-There is still data to look Mendez during his 20 months at
through and people to talk to," the hospital.
he said.
Before being hired in
Sen. Dick Durbin, the Illinois Illinois, the Bolivia-trained
Democrat who pressed for the Veizaga-Mendez settled two
investigation after officials malpractice
lawsuits
in
apparently noticed a spike in Massachusetts, where he evendeaths at the hospital, expects to tually surrendered his license.
be briefed about the inspector and was under investigation.
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Soldier found dead
in barracks 3 days
after being stabbed
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
A Fort Campbell soldier who
recently made headlines for
breaking up a fight in California
was found dead in his Army barracks three days after being
stabbed in another incident.
Military officials are investigating the death of Pvt. Matthew
Shawn Nicholson, 22, of the
101st Airborne Division, after
his body was found by another
soldier Sunday, said Cathy
Gramling, a spokeswoman for
the Army post on the TennesseeKentucky border.
Nicholson got local media
attention when he was charged
for intervening in a fight with a
man he thought was assaulting
two women in Modesto, Calif.
He was arrested and jailed in
September, but prosecutors later
dropped charges against him,
attorney
Martha
CarltonMagma said Tuesday.
"Matt really tried very, very
hard to always do the right thing
and he was successful," she
said. "His moral compass was
working very well."
The attorney said Nicholson
was trying to break up a fight
among several soldiers outside
his barracks on Thursday when
he was stabbed in the chest. She
said Nicholson called home on
Friday to tell his family, saying
he intervened this time because
five soldiers were fighting with
two soldiers.
Gramling
confirmed
Nicholson's injuries and said he
was treated, but investigators are
still looking into the cause of
death.
"I don't have information
linking (the injury) to the death
because it's still under investigation," Gramling said.
A
spokeswoman
for
Blanchfield Army Community

Hospital at Fort Campbell said
medical privacy laws prevented
them from saying whether he
was treated there.
The family initially believed
his death was caused by the
injury, but now they don't know
for sure, Carlton-Magana said.
The fight was also being
investigated by military police
and criminal investigation commanders at the post.
Carlton-Magana said the
body will be delivered to family
in California, including his
mother, after the autopsy is finished.
Nicholson arrived at Fort
Campbell in June 2005 and has
previously deployed to Iraq, but
Gramling said she did not know
when his tour was. The military
lists his hometown as Welty,
Okla.
After the charge of felony
assault was dismissed on Sept.
21, Nicholson returned to Fort
Campbell, his attorney said.
Gramling said his brigade
had already left for a tour in
Iraq. but he was preparing for
his second deployment after the
first of the year.
Carlton-Magana said the
news of his death has devastated
the family and the community in
Modesto that supported him
after his arrest.
"When someone that good
dies, who always tried to do the
right thing, that's devastating. I
think a lot of people have tried
to understand where this fits,
why this happened." she said.
Although the charges were
dismissed, Carlton-Magana said
she was still working on getting
his arrest expunged from his
record.
"That was going to be his
Christmas present," she said.
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immumment
A 'Wonderful'classic
returns to Playhouse

COMMUNITY
'Breakfast with Santa'and
Kappa Tour of Homes planned

Murray Kentucky's Play- er and friends live out his
house in the Park revisits a dreams of adventure and escape.
classic Christmas tale when "It's
On Christmas Eve 1946
a Wonderful Life" will run George Bailey is in a panicfrom Thursday through Dec.., niarly dart place. Faced with
23. Based on the film by Frank the loss of his business, the
Capra and the story "The Great- scandal of bankruptcy, and
est (jift" by Phillip Van Doren police pursuit for misappropriStern. "It's a Wonderful Life" ation of funds, he is on the
is under the direction of Rebec- verge of suicide. The prayers
ca Watts of Murray.
of his family and friends alert
This is the heart-warming Heaven to George's state of
saga of George Bailey, played mind. and Clara Odbody, Angel
again this year by Playhouse Second Class, played this year
Artistic Director Ross Bolen. in a bit of non-traditional castGeorge is the 'Everyman" of ing by Brenda Hines of MurPhoto provided
small' town Bedford Falls, ray, is sent to Earth to save
whose dreams of escape and George. Clara reveals that she SPECIAL OLYMPICS: Bowling Tournament held Nov. 10 at
adventure have been repeated- is also being tested; after over Cardinal Lanes in Paducah. Pictured are the adult particily quashed by notions of fam- 200 years of trying, she still pants on the Murray/Calloway County Youth and Adult
ily obligation and civic duty. has not earned her wings.
Bowling team. Pictured from left, are Steve Rogers, Delbert
George' most compelling
Having watched George's Hurley and Steven Norsworthy. The team was supported by
ambition is to see the whole life from afar in preparation donors, families and friends of each participant.
world, become an architect and for her mission. Clara provides
design magnificent bridges and flashbacks spanning George
skyscrapers in cities around the Bailey's entire life to date highworld. -But when his father lighting all the good he has done
suddenly dies, George is forced for others. When the still unconto stay in Bedford Falls.
vinced George suddenly wishThe greedy and opportunis- es he had never been born, Clara
tic owner of the bank f and grants George's -wish and he
most of the town). Mr. Potter, gets "a great gift v- a chance
Murray-Calloway County for the pantry:
played by Dave Shelton of to see what the orld would
Need Line is low on several
Murray. is on the board of be like without m
Eggs and bread for the freezdirectors of the Bailey Build"Though it is somewhat dark items for the baskets for clients er/cooler;
ing and Loan, and intent on for a traditional Christmas story. and also for the Christmas
Dish liquid, deodorant for
gaining control of it to put an I've always loved the film Food baskets to be given out both men and women, and toiend to the "nonsense" of home because of its universal nature," this year, according to Ionia let paper for personal hygiene
loans for the working poor. Bolen said. "While suited for Casey. executive director.
and cleaning supplies,
George is the only hope the the season, its relevance extends
The baskets will be given
Large brown papçr bags to
company has of staying inde- far beyond any particular hol- out on Monday, Dec. 17, from fill for the clients.
pendent, so he not only gives iday.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. To receive
During No
r, Need
up his aspirations, hut also
"On one hand the only real a basket, you must be a res- Line received 826 applications
watches as_ his younger broth- connection to the Chnstmas sea- ident of Murray and Calloway for help. They were 759 for
son and Christmas traditions County and income eligible. food:- 70 for utilities, 13 for
in the story is the particular When coming for a basket, the rent, four for medication and
day in which the bulk of the person will need to show proof medical transportation, 288 for
action takes place. But on the of income on the day you personal and hygiene products,
other hand, the themes of sac- come in for a basket. No pre- 42 for unemployed, 772 for
rifice, duty and reflecting on registration will be held.
low income and eight for money
one's place in the world are
Food items still needed for management.
perfectly suited to provide an the baskets are frosting, sweet
Casey reported that the
audience with a deeply per- potatoes, stuffing mix, pineap- Lamtla Chi Alpha
Food Drive
sonal connection to the holiple, chicken broth, flour, sugar on Nov. 10 provided Need
day season. It provides indiand instant potatoes. Items may Line's pantry with 17,000
to both awe- be dropped off at the Need pounds of needed food.
aidtitrilVtic
l
ices others have
Line Minx at 638 South 4th
Es ents scheduled include
made fur them as well as an
St.. Murray, or call 753-6333. Need Line Board meeting on
opportunity to reflect on their
Casey said the following Monday, Dec. 17, at 12:30
own ability to impact the world
items are very low in the pantry p.m. at Sirloin Stockade and
in which they live."
Watts relishes the opportu- which are used for baskets for Senior Food Program Pick Up
1% not the bolidast are herr We
clients:
Day on Thursday, Dec. 20,
nity
to take a well-known work
are ready to trip you go inis, the ming v4
Salmon,
fruit,
cereal, from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
and
find
something
new
to
thttagt tiara prat phn to vtlith ouditt
offer audiences. "Our produc- spinach, greens and Sauerkraut at the Need Line building.
with the moo perfect acesienes
tion adds interesting twists to
to
aid
flus time 01 war rtiou of to lar
shed new light on a classic
a sate ;IQ le our mire Horner. drets
holiday tale." This celebration
trig up shinier than a(lutornas tree ,an Pie
of the human spirit focuses on
Itatter With a link help and prepra
the strength of the ties that
r too
,J111 avoid tororron hoikiat Lon
hind. Bringing this story to
loft outtakes
life on the stage is a joy for
Um arc tsar holtdat tamtujmii Nut py
*raring to mut.h glitz heading. metallat
our cast and crew and a gift
and shimmer are all rine But as ritual
we're .anxious to share with
dune an ,,scnishrlin sayer,especially if
our audiences.'
DOVER. Tenn. — Fort sical art, painted the ChristIii WtaiItin arras that you cion't want to
Completing the cast of are
Donelson National Battlefield mas ornament with scenes rephighlight dike a beastly healed silbt'aia
Jessica Norwood of Benton. as ornament is prominently dis- resenting Fort Donelson and
tot a buoy rail
Mary Hatch Bailey; Fran Miller played on this year's official the Civil War battle of 1862.
Shoring Ito mush Ain ITlay he fine It
of Murray as Ma Bailey, Jerry White House Christmas Tree.
Mr. Babailov is a recipient
ttie runway hat in real hie it is Ahura
Joyner of Paris, Tenn. as`-ftieL The tree is the centerpiece of of national and international
impost,* to tarn mmli Stil OOP
!Is it posBailey; Kay Scarborough of clikborate decorations celebrat- awards and honors and received
sible to hest mess utuk Jesting hes iodic
Murray as Aunt Tilly; Dick ing the theme of "Holiday in his master of fine arts degree
onagmation. Is also the hest ray to look
Garretson of Murray as Uncle the National Parks."
from the world acclaimed
ova prrtheu tor the holidays
Billy; Jeff Miller of Murray
"It is an amazing honor for Surikov Academy of Fine Arts
A.tenIue sour hest features with lust a
As Mr. Gower; Jimmy Simp- the National Park Service to center of Fine art education in
'it of tuggestion a late tommed tamoole
son of Murray as Harry Bai- be selected as the theme for Russia.
Aldel 1 hazer tha hums atravage se
ley; Haley Kohlenberger of the White House holiday dec"It has been such a pleassmall slit se a Owl that pet aglimpse ot
Hardin as Ruth Dakin Bailey; orations by the President and ure working with Babailov on
ore Its at a halter at dorseleos dress
Ganef!
Holland
of
Murray
as
Mrs. Bush," said National Park this project. I am honored to
ihr dawn oft "tea stied aims is hest
Young George Bailey; Shy Service Director Mary A. have the
Thew' at al ersindertul sugseutoos if
park represented by
Underhill of Murray as Violet Bomar. "Mrs. Bush is the best such an outstanding individual
wore prepared when irate INVited to
Peterson:
Jacob
Lovell
of
Mem%it pea parts
champion for our national parks, and artist," said Fort Donelphis. Tenn. as • Ben, Michael and the
Keep a less thesis item in your closet
beautiful decorations son National Battlefield SuperRuffin of Benton as Ernie; in each state room
so too can he leach, for Lasatharre Irmashowcase intendent Steven A. McCoy.
Skyler
Thompson
of
Murray
taro Beautifully tailored bows can take
the natural and historical treas- Mr. Babailos attended the White
as Mr. Potter's Goon; Anessa ures
.11 a whole new loon with Motet bortfound in parks Through- House reception hosted by First
Omer of Murray as Mr. Pot- out
*WIN
the country...
Lady Laura Bush on Nov. 28.
ter's Secretary; Chris Satter0111Le agas the little bled dress is
The tree, located in the Blue
The holiday displays incorre ass in ladis tteuesen, flaienot
white of Murray as Mr. MarRoom, is adorned with hand- porate the wide variety of natWe haw wttnr fabulous bbei drew.
tini, Charrnaine Lamb of Murmade ornaments representing ural, cultural, and recreational
.re he wont tram amy to maw
ray as Mrs. Martini; Jana Litthe country's 391 National Park features preserved by the
tter re*, and hodbes *inane is
tle of Murray as Miss Carter
realls a Its peal nrite WIN We base the
Tate Owens of Murray as News- Service sites. "Each ornament National Park Service. Modon the magnificent I 8-foot Fras- els of icons such as the Cape
lead. new fts wallets as at. on the
paper Boy; Dan Lavit of Murer
fir was designed by an artist Hatteras Lighthouse and the
1,sdat Ctiou that .am he said for as
ray as Mr. Welch; Amanda
ritual twe
McGuire of Murray as Miss selected by the park." said Statue of Liberty share space
Wockki red mirth is in. at well as the
.Andrews: Josh Ortner of Mur- Bomar. "The ornaments tell the with paintings of scenic vistas
owes blipesot. ted the *pew relish
ray as Pete Bailey; Max Ort- stories of our parks, just as from Grand Canyon, Zion, and
Path Dees.* froette podutts and he
Mountain
National
ner of Murray as Tommy Bai- our parks tell the stones of Rocky
new Cletwines molten* we pra gat
Parks. Holiday garlands interley: Eve Lavitz of Murray as our nation."
kw the cod a met hk or a weaderfol
Igor V. Babailov, nationally twined with park objects includZuzu Bailey; Rachel Morgan
Worm ph
of Murray as Janie Bailey, and and internationally renowned ing seashells, pine cones, and
Cateradionws in loader Combine
as Bedford Falls Townspersons, portrait and figurative artist, gold aspen leaxes add to each
alto woe le Otto prur lee FMB)
scholar and spokesperson for room's festive feel.
(*iiir of the beet Tomato* bow
the traditional school of clasA highlight of the decora7A
Page
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Need Line reports low on
several items for clients
and Christmas food baskets

Fort Donelson National
Battlefield Ornament
displayed on tree
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The Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will host "Breakfast with
Santa" on Saturday from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. at the club house. The cost is $5 per
person and includes breakfast, picture with
Santa, crafts and games. For tickets, call
752-7684 or any member of the Sigma
Department.
The annual Kappa Tour of Homes by
the Kappa Department of MWC will be
Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the homes of
Jo's
and Teresa Enoch, 804 Olive St-,
Datebook Larry
Nathan
and Kendra Higdon, 103 Saratoga
By Jo Burkeen
Dr., Steven and Richard Reed, 311 North
Community
Sth St., and Rickie and Christi Spann, 122
Editor
Saratoga Dr. Tickets are $7 in advance or
$8 on the tour.
Also available at both events will be copies of the MWC's
anniversary cookbooks with a hardcover binder and 475 recipes
for $14 each, according to Tracy Wortham, club president.

Purchase Area Chapter will meet

•

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr., Paducah, for a combined meeting and luncheon. Rep. Mike
Cherry will be the speaker. All retirees of the Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Marshall and McCracken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289
or 1-270-442-0389.

Garden Department will meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
leave the club house at 10:30 a.m. Thursday to go to a luncheon at Ami Grimm, Lone Oak, with cost being $20 per person.

Seniors plan bowling
Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday.
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount price.
Persons may sign up at 1:30 p.m., bowl at 1 p.m. and be
home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin at
474-8366.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Tryouts for team on Sunday
Kenlake Volleyball team tryouts will be Sunday at Murray
State University Carr health building. Girls' team, ages U12U17 is open to the entire region. Prospective players must
send e-mail to jfletcher@newwavecomm.net for information
package. Additional information can be found at www.k-vc.com

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Kevin Crawford and As One. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com.

Genealogical Society to meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday t
11 a.m. at Ryan's Family steak House. The program will be
stories of Navy Nurses at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. Visitors and guests are welcome.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastward Baptist Church.
For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Westside plans cookie exchange
Women's Ministry of Westside Baptist Church will have a
cookie exchange tonight at 7 in the fellowship hall. Each one
is asked to bring 3 dozen homemade cookies on a tray and a
take-home container. After a time of fellowship and sampling
cookies, each one attending will be able to select 2 dozen
cookies to take home with them. For information contact Beth
Tabers or Tammy Henderson.

Compassionate Friends plan service
Compassionate Friends will have its annual candle lighting
memorial service on Thursday at 7 p.m. at University Church
of Christ, comer of U.S. 641 North and Ky. 121 Bypass. Each
one should bring a candle in a holder, a picture of your child
and a dish for the potluck dinner. Bread, drinks and utensils
will be furnished. Persons are asked to use the back entrance.
For more information contact Hilda Bennett at 753-6926 or 1731-498-8324 or Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

Murray Electric has cookbook
Murray Electric System staff and families have compiled a
cookbook this holiday season for gift giving needs. All prdceeds from the sale of the cookbooks will benefit the 20018
Relay for Life. The books are available for $8 each and may
be purchased at the MFS office, 401 Olive St., or call 7535312.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer glaucoma screenings, and blood pressure and pulse checks,
on Thursday from 1 to 3 p.m. at Glendale Place, Murray. :

'Magical Christmas' now at home
"Magical Christmas" is now being shown each night at the
home of Scooter and Barbara Paschall, 404 State Line Raid
West. Hazel. Hours will be from 5 to 9:30 p.m.. Monday
through Thursday, and from 5 to 10:30 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday. through Sunday, Dec. 30. This is a computerized celebration of Lights. A 100 percent of donations will go to Need
Line of Murray and Calloway County, along with donations Of
money. toiletries, blankets, etc. As you pass, roll down ttie
window or tune the radio to 101-5 FM.
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Newsome couple celebrating
65th wedding anniversary
Rev. and Mrs. William Newsome of Kirksey are observing
their 65th wedding anniversary today. Dec. 5, 2007.
They were married Dec. 5, 1942, in Highland Park, Mich.
Mrs. Newsome, the former Violet McCuiston, is the daughter of the late Rupert and Novella McCuiston.
Rev. Newsome is the son of the late Rev. McKinley and
Anna Newsome.
They retired to the Kirksey area 25 years ago after pastoring for over 40 years in five different states.
A private family celebration has been planned.
Rev. and Mrs. Newsome have two daughters, Mrs. Sharon
Collings and husband, Donald, of Middletown, Md., and Pamela
Newsome of Kirksey.
Their four grandchildren are Dr. Donald Collings and wife,
Mary, Beaver, Pa., Stacey Collings, Wilmington, Del., Stephanie
Collings, Frederick, Md., and Robert Collings, Middletown,
Md.
Their six great-grandchildren are Jordon, Hannah, Caleb,
Peter, Samuel and Elizabeth Collings, all of Beaver, Pa.

Murray Main Street's 3rd
Annual Trivia Night
Fundraiser planned
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Holly Dyann Irvine of Monroe, N.C., and Jeremy Lance
Bolls of Murray were married Saturday, June 16, 2007 in a
late afternoon garden ceremony at Lillie Belle's, Franklin, Tenn.
'Robin Weier of Monroe officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Martin irvine and the late
Dyanna Irvine of Monroe. The groom is the son of Karen S.
Bolls and the late Jerry L. Bolls of Murray.
The bride wore a white strapless taffeta gown. Iridescent
sequins and pearls beaded the bodice and the chiffon overlay
• of the skirt as well as the chapel length train. She wore a
two-tiered veil edged with jewels that complimented the princess
tiara she wore. She wore a pearl ring that had belonged to
'her mother and carried a linen handkerchief that is an heirloom of the groom's family. Her bouquet was of white roses
mixed with hydrangeas and lilac stephanotis.
Amelia Davis of Monroe, sister of the bride, was matron
;of honor.
s Bridesmaids were Abby Irvine, Nashville, Tenn., sister-inlaw of the bride, and Amy Sanders, Seattle, Wash. Emma Kate
Mackey, Searcy, Ark., niece of the groom, was a junior bridesmaid.
The attendants wore strapless taffeta street length dresses of
.a lilac color with chocolate brown empire waist sashes. Bou,quets of white tea roses. hydrangeas and lilac stephanotis were
carried by the attendants.
Flower girls were Lucy Bennett Mackey and Milly James
Mackey of Searcy, nieces of thes groom. They wore matching
dresses of sleeveless white chiffon with chocolate brown empire
waist sashes.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedoes with
pale lilac vests and matching ties.
Brad Smith of Ohio was best man. Groomsmen were Matt
.Le,et. Murray, and Jared Irvine, brother of the bride, Nashville.
Jake Tanner Mackey, Searcy, nephew of the groom, served as
a junior groomsman.
, Registry attendants were Kelly Bolls Mackey of Searcy and
Xaci Shannon Bolls of Nashville, sisters of the groom.
A reception and meal followed at Lillie Belle's. Special
music was by Matt Dame, Nashville performer, during the ceremony. Don Schlitz, songwriter from Nashville, performed his
hit song, "When You Say Nothing At All" for the bride and
groom's first dance.
- The bride and groom are both graduates of Harding University. Searcy. The groom owns and operates Bolls Media
Inc. and is a commercial real estate broker for Karr Investment Group of Nashville. The bride is a neo-natal nurse at
Centennial Hospital. Nashville.
After a honeymoon in Riveria Maya. the couple is now
residing in Nashville.

Fruin Page 6A
rate the people. places. and
events that define the American experience," said Secretary of the Interior Dirk
Kempthome. "1 am so appreciative of President Bush's
'efforts to recognize the important role of national parks in
'American society. Our country will celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the National Park

Service in 2016 and the President has been instrumental in
establishing the National Park

it

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray Miller of Hardin will observe their
50th wedding anniversary on Friday, Dec. 7. 2007.
The couple was married on that date in 1957 in Corinth,
Miss.
Mrs. Miller is the former Launa Sholar from Trigg County. She is a retired Star Route Mail Carrier.
Mr. Miller is retired from Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. Union City, Tenn.
They have one daughter, Cathy Miller.
A small family dinner will be held in honor
occasion.

Murray Main Street is doing
it again! The Third Annual
Trivia Night Fundraiser will
be taking place on Saturday.
Feb. 9, 2008.
So, get your thinking caps
on and begin to prepare for
this fun-filled night of trivia
teams, costumes, and food presentation competition.
Prizes will be given for first,
second and third place in each
of the competitive areas. Door
prizes will be given away
throughout the night.

John McFerron, emcee at
the first Trivia Night is back
again. McFerron and one of
last year's emcees, Lisa Satterwhite, will be working
together this year to bring you
yet another wonderful Trivia
Night experience.
The event will take place
at Murray State University's
Curris Center ballroom. Doors
will open at 5 p.m. and the
game will begin at 6 p.m. To
reserve tables, or for more information, call 759-9474.

Alex Bloodworth, Andie Gibson, Kayla Little, Meredith
Mullins and Blayne Bogard.
all of Murray; and Alex Joyner of Paris, Tenn.
The creative team includes
Jennifer Rounds, costume
design, Jennifer Riley, property design, Dan Fleming, set
design and construction, Leslie
Owens, set artistry Don Fleming, lighting design, Scott
Edwards, stage management,
and Logan English, assistant
stage management, all of Murray.
Each performance will feature pre-show entertainment
provided by school, church and
community groups from the
Murray-Calloway County area.
Show times are Thursday
at 7 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday
Matinees at 2:30 p.m. For tickets visit www.playhouseinthepark.net. Tickets may also be purchased by calling the Murray
Tourism
Convention
and
Bureau Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 7592199.

Centennial Initiative to prepare
the parks for the next centu-

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Dedication ceremony planned at MMS on Thursday to honor Hum
A special dedication ceremony is planned Thursday at
6 p.m. in the Murray Middle
School
Library to
commennirate Clara
Waldrop
Griffin
Humphrey,
former MHS
English
teacher who
Humphrey retired in
1981.
The 1975 Kentucky Teacher
01 the Year who was also
involved in securing Murray's
first Bookmobile and Library.
Humphrey will step back into
the elementary school building
she attended and the building
where later she began her first
teaching position to be honored Her namesake will he
placed on the new Murray Middle School Library "I feel very
honored." she said. "To create. wnte and read, combined

1

with the belief in one's self.
is the basis for all dreams to
be fulfilled by each individual."
Bob Rogers. Murray Independent School District superintendent, said the honor is welldeserved to denote the inspiration she provided to the
numerous students she taught
during her 25-year teaching
career. "We're pleased to honor
Ms. Humphrey in this manner.
As students enter the doors of
this library, they will be reminded of this teacher who touched
so many lives."
A 1939 Murray High School
graduate who was selected as
"Best All Around Girl" by her
classmates was a member of
the National Honor Society and
editor of the school newspaper. Humphrey's classmates predicted she would become a
teacher in the 1939 class
prophecy that appeared in her
senior MHS annual.
"She is teaching Public Dis-

1 1(

of Murray
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Holiday Activities
Well the Christmas holiday is upon us and Fern Terrace
ishes to welcome the many groups that have scheduled
visits and activities at our facility. So far this week we have
had singing groups from Lighthouse Praise and Worship,
New Mount Carmel Baptist Church, Bethel Apostolic
Pentecostal and a group from the Girl Scouts. On Friday
the girls fn)m Gamma Sigma Sigma are going to host a
Christmas party for us and the children from the Mennonite
you" in
Chu rch are coming in to sing! And a big -thank
advance to the congregation of Poplar Spring Baptist
Church; they are coming Saturday for their annual shoparama where each resident is given a choice of two gifts! It
sounds like a great week! And its only the first week in
)ecember! Happy Holidays!

Residents Celebrating Birthdays This Week
lelton Itarbison - December b

cussion and "How to Suppress
Laughter" in a rural school.
Zee (The) sign reads, "Waldrops' School to Success"---Waldrop and Assistant."
Fred Schultz, former MISD
supenntendent who submitted
her nomination to the Kentucky School Board Association in 1974, credits Humphrey
with implementing phase elective English at MHS. -As an
outgrowth of this study the
English program was restructured and Mrs. Humphrey, acting as the department head,
provided the necessary leadership to make this a very successful program," were words
Schultz used in his 1974 nomination letter. Shultz, along with
other Murray community leaders that included, A. W. Simmons, Jr., H. Glenn Doran. Mancil Vinson and the late Leon
P. Miller, Eli Alexander. L.J.
Honin, and Mrs. George Hart,
were also instrumental in submitting nomination letters.
The late Miller, forrner MHS
assistant principal, described
Humphrey in his 1974 nomination letter, as "artisan, a
craftsman, a molder, a worker
and an expert who used the
finest of tools of her profession which included patience,
aggressiveness, coupled with
reserve, a deep understanding
of human nature in its multiple forms and a background
of comprehensive information
that enables her to build the
beautiful and desired structures
of manhood and womanhood."
Kate Apperson Reeves, a
1976 MHS graduate and former student of Humphrey, was
influenced while working under
Humphrey's guidance as the
editor of The MHS Black and
Gold Newspaper to pursue journalism as a major at Murray
State University."She is a memorable teacher who is very special to the many students whose
lives she touched." she said.
"She was such a caring teacher
and always had time to spend
with students. She answered
questions after class and helped
students improve their wnting.
She not only was a wonderful teacher, but she also was
a friend. She deserved the honor
of "Kentucky Teacher of the
•

•
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supenntendent, Lucille Potts, Regina Senter, and
I could just never
Year" many years ago and she Times, and Farson and Huff ink or pencil.
to correct their ,
myself
bring
also
She
Agency.
g
now deserves any honor she will Advertisin
served as assistant-publisher of paper with red markings on it. ,
receive."
didn't want a paper..
The daughter of the late the Scenic South Magazine for I knew they
with red corthem
to
returned
cors
Company'
H.T. and Delano Waldrop, Standard Oil
said. "In corHumphrey was nurtured early porate office, servicing the five rections," she
I always found •,
on by her parents to reach out states Standard Oil of Ken- recting papers
compliment. l•
to
something
to others and help them achieve tucky serves.
find out where '
and
try
would
after
Murray
to
Relocating
owner
the
father,
Her
success.
was, what makes
of The Murray Coal and Ice servin&An these numerous jour- the student
capacities, Humphrey them tick, and to give him a..
Company, supplied ice and coal nails
her late husband, Ed program that can bring him..
to numerous businesses in the assist
stablishing the WNBS success and advancement."
Gnffin.
community. He also built an
Most recently Humphrey visOlympic sized swimming pool radio staron in 1948.
As the former Library Board ited the MMS Library as a•''
that became a sporting arena
during the MMS
for the youth in the commu- chairman, Humphrey was able guest speaker
family reading'.
nity and Jackson Purchase area. to obtain the first book mobile fourth grade
offered read-fl
Humphrey
night.
ComGrocery
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&
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"There were numerous
and writing advice to a
meets hosted at the pool that pany in Louisville. Additionand their
would draw children from other ally. Humphrey secured two group of students
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of
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rooms
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Court Square. "The two local students Humphrey taught and
Humphrey said.
who now attend
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She became a co-founder of the bookmobil
A member of Kentucky Edu-:
the Kentucky Child Welfare and a very small salary."
After enrolling in teaching cation Association, National
Department during the reign
n. Ken- .,
of former Kentucky Governor certification classes at Murray Education Associatio
of EngA.B "Happy" Chandler. "My State University's master's pro- tucky Council Teachers
Council...
mother knew there weren't gram. Humphrey received her lish and National
Humphrey
many orphanages located in teaching certificate. Her career Teachers of English,
of the
Kentucky and she wanted to with the MISD began in 1956 is also past president
First District
Section,
English
(forCarter
W.Z.
late
the
after
chilthese
for
haven
a
create
n. The fordren. She traveled to Frank- mer MISD superintendent) Education Associatio
man of the Kenfort where she would live asked her to teach part-time mer vice-chair
of Journalism
throughout the week and then remedial classes to elementary- tucky Teachers
has
Humphrey
on,
organizati
buildthe
MMS
in
students
come home on weekends. She age
evaluation team
did this until the department was ing. As full-time teaching posi- served on the
tions opened in the district, of the Southern Association of
founded.'
Schools and colAfter graduating from Mur- Humphrey became a full-time Secondary
young peoray High School, Humphrey English teacher.'The first class- leges. "In teaching
individeach
recognized
I
ple,
that
stage
a
was
had
I
room
received her journalism degree
as a particular human being
from the University of Mis- was used for children to pres- ual
dignity, a place and
souri in 1943 and later received ent plays and performances and who has
she said. "Sensirespect,"
my
luncha
as
utilized
also
was
her master's from Murray State
tivity toward people is essenUniversity in 1964. She also room.'
Instilling writing inspiration tial. also. It takes a sensitive
pursued graduate work studies
recognize each human •
at the University of Minneso- inside the classrooms involved person to
many initiatives that Humphrey being in a particular way. to
ta, in Minneapolis.
one who has digHumphrey was employed found to be useful. "I never see him as
a place in the uniwith the Mayfield Messenger, used a red pen to correct stu- nity and
to respect him, and to
Courier Journal and Louisville dents' papers. Instead. I used verse
be open with him."
Humphrey and her daughter, Ann Gnffin, a 1967 MHS
graduate, divide their time
between their home in Murray
and their Ft. Lauderdale home.
Both women are advocates in
the Ft. Lauderdale Literary and
Arts, promoting literacy in south
Florida.
The ceremony begins at 6
p.m. in the MMS library with ,
refreshments being served. The
dedication event begins at 6:30,
p.m. The MISD board mem-. ,
hers invite all MISD friends,
alumni and community members to attend.
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Environmental group finds hundreds of toys with lead
report's fmdings, referring questions to the Toy Industry
Association.
Joan Lawrence, the association's vice president of standards and safety, said the group
and its members support limiting accessible lead in children's
products. But she said the industry and standard-setting bodies
are struggling with how to measure exposure, accessibility and
what limits to set.
She said she hasn't seen all of
the Ecology Center's findings
but called them misleading

By JEFF KAROUB
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AP Business Writer
DETROIT (AP) — Tests on
more than 1,200 children's products, most of them still on store
shelves, found that 35 percent
contain lead — many with levels
far above the federal recall standard used for lead paint.
A Hannah Montana card
game case, a Go Diego Go!
backpack and Circo brand shoes
were among the items with
excessive lead levels in the tests
performed by a coalition of
environmental health groups
across the country.
Only 20 percent of the toys
and other products had no trace
of lead or harmful chemicals,
according to the results being
released Wednesday by the
Michigan-based Ecology Center
along with the national Center
for Health, Environment and
Justice and groups in eight other
states.
Of the 1,268 items tested, 23
were among millions of toys
recalled this year.
Mattel Inc. recalled more
than 21 million Chinese-made
toys on fears they were tainted
with lead paint and tiny magnets
that children could accidentally
swallow. Mattel's own tests on
the toys found that they had lead
levels up to 200 times the
accepted limit.
The Consumer Action Guide
to Toxic Chemicals in Toys,
which is available to the public
at http://www.healthytoys.org,
shows how the commonly purchased children's products rank
in terms of containing lead, cadmium, arsenic and other harmful
chemicals. It comes in time for
holiday shopping — and amid
the slew of recalls.
"This is not about alarming
parents," said Tracey Easthope,
director of the Ecology Center's
Environmental Health Project.
-We're just trying to give people
they
because
information
haven't had very much except
these recall lists."
Easthope said 17 percent of
the children's products tested
had levels of lead above the 600
parts per million federal standard that would trigger a recall
of lead paint. Jewelry products
were the most likely to contain
,
the high levels of lead, the cert.
ter said, with 33.5 percent containing levels above 600 ppm.
Among the toys that tested
above that limit was a Hannah
Montana Pop Star Card Game,
whose case tested at 3,056 ppm.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends a level
of 40 ppm of lead as the maximum that should be allowed in
children's products. Lead poisoning can cause irreversible
learning disabilities and behavioral problems and, at very high
levels, seizures, coma, and even
death.
A spokeswoman for New
York-based Cardinal Industries
Inc., which sells the Hannah
Montana game, said Tuesday
that Cardinal was unaware of the
environmental groups' tests or
procedures but the product has
passed internal tests.
"We test every (product)
before it ships numerous times,"
Bonnie Canner said. "We have
not tested this product high for
I ead.Easthope said the product is
manufactured in China. Canner
declined further comment until
she had more information.
The center and its testing
partners found The First Years
brand First Keys, Fisher-Price's
Rock-a-Stack and B.R. Bruin's
Stacking Cups were among the
20 percent that contained none
of the nine chemicals.
-There's a lot of doom and
gloom about lead in the products
— people only hear about the
recalls," said Jeff Gearhart, the
Ecology Center's campaign
difector. "Companies can make
clean products. Our sampling
shows that there's no.reason to
pill lead in a product.'
:Gearhart and Easthope said
the products, while not necessarily representative of everything
on the market, were considered
among those commonly bought
arid used. Testers purchased
most at major retailers such as
Wpl-Mart, Toys "R" Us and
Babies "R" Us.
• The testing began in 2006 but
most of the items were checked
in-the past six months. Gearhart
said.
:Calls to a Mattel spokeswbman were not immediately
returned Tuesday. A Wal-Mart
Inc. spokeswoman
Stores
declined to comment because
the company had not seen the
report.
Joys "R" Us Inc. spokeswoman Kathleen Waugh also
declined to comment because
she needed to fully review the

because the testers did not
appear to follow recognized test
procedures for lead and other
substances. The two most common ways are to use solutions to
simulate saliva and digestion,
and another to attempt to dissolve the surface coating.
The center and its testing
partners performed what they
describe as a "screening" of
chemicals using a handheld Xray fluorescence device that
detects surface chemical elements.
"The mere presence of any
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she said. "We're saying it's a
concern that so much of these
products have these chemicals
of concern in them.
"We shouldn't have lead in
kids' products. We can make
products without lead in them."
U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission spokesman
Scott Wolfson said he also hasn't seen the Ecology Center's
tests but said the federal agency
would seek to verify its findings
and initiate recalls if warranted.
He said the commission has
been meeting with ASTM

International, which speiu-heads
'•t
voluntary safety standards for,
toys, to discuss crafting standards specific to lead in plastics.
'!
He said there also is movement „
on Capitol Hill to revise laws on
a
lead in children's products.
1
Wolfson said the commission 's
launched 40 toy recalls in fiscal
year 2006, three involving leadpaint violations. In 2007, there !
were 61 recalls, 19 involving
lead-paint violations.
"What we would like to consumers to know is more recalls
are on the way," he said.
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substance alone is only half of
the answer — you need to know
if it's accessible to the child,"
Lawrence said. "We can't tell
that from what I know of the
tests that have been done by this
group."
Easthope said her group's
tests aren't meant to replace
those tests, and that's noted on
the Web site. She said it's important for people to know what's in
these products since nobody else
is providing this data.
"We're not saying that ... all
of it will come out into a child,"

Defense secretary pays visit to assess Iraq progress
MOSUL, Iraq IAP1
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
is using his latest unannounced
trip to Iraq to assess whether the
downturn in violence in parts of
the country can be sustained,
and whether Iran is working to
quell the shipment of arms into
Iraq. officials said today as the
Pentagon chief made his sixth
visit to the country,
Senior Defense officials said
the jury is still out on both
fronts, and the Pentagon is being
cautious not to declare victory
yet in either case.
As an example, one senior
defense official traveling with
the secretary said that any proposal to move the Marines out of
Iraq and into a greater role in
Afghanistan. as proposed not
long
ago
by
Marine
Commandant
Gen. James
Conway, will be viewed cautiously by Gates.
Gates arrived in Mosul at
midmorning today and planned
a full day of meetings with his
military commanders and Iraqi
officials.
Army Col. Tony Thomas, a
brigade .0 commander, told
reporters traveling with Gates
that he and other senior commanders in the north are looking
for additional U.S. troops and
also would like the return of
I ,400 Iraqi troops sent to

Baghdad to provide "more combat power" to help stabilize a
number of areas — including
Diyala province, Mosul and
Samara — to help counter an
uptick in violence, including
suicide bombings.
Overall, there has been a
steady decline in violence in
Iraq in recent months, including
dips in roadside bombs, other
attacks and in both U.S. and
Iraqi casualtie. The U.S. is
pressing Iraqi leaders to take
advantage of the improved secunty to make the political reforms
needed to stabilize the fledgling
democracy.
A senior defense official traveling with the secretary said
there are concerns that the
national government will be outpaced by local tribal and provincial leaders to take advantage of
the improved security.
The officials requested
anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issues and the private nature of the consultations
they were talking about.
They emphasized that critical
questions remain — including
how senously to take indications of a decline in the amount
of Iranian weapons coming into
Iraq. The officials said it has yet
to be proven, through either
intelligence or other assessments, that a significant portion

of the reduction in violence is
due to any deliberate policy by
the Iranian government.
The U.S. military has said on
numerous occasions that deadly
roadside bomb material has
been traced to Iranian suppliers,
and suggested that it would be
highly unlikely for them to be
acting without Tehran's knowledge or tacit approval.
Defense officials also said
they are still searching for
answers on how to sustain the
lower violence levels, because
the cause of the increase security has varied according to the
region of the country.
What worked in the Anbar
province, where local tribal
leaders rebelled against the
insurgents, may not work in
other pans of the country. The
solutions, they said, will have to
be tailored to the local environment, including whether there
are active local citizen groups
taking a lead to ferret out terrorists and tamp down violence.

AP
Defense Secretary Robert Gates, left, is escorted by Army Maj. Gen. Mark Hertling, commanding general of Multi-National Division North, after arriving at Mosul Airfield in Mosul, Iraq, today.
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Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, center, greets his
supporters In Ilam province in western Iran today.

Iran president: U.S.
report 'declaration
of victory' for
nuclear program
TEHRAN. Iran i.AP1 - A
new U.S.intelligence review
concluding Iran stopped developing an atomic weapons program in 2003 is a "declaration of
victory" for Iran's nuclear program. President Mahrnouci
Ahmadinejad said today,
Russia's foreign minister.
meanwhile, indicated that the
U S report's findings undermined Washington's push for a
new set of U N sanctions
against Iran.
The U.S intelligence report
released Monday concluded that
Iran had stopped its weapons
program in late 2001 and shown
no signs since of resuming it,
representing a sharp turnaround
from a previous intelligence
assessment in 2tX15
-This is a declaration of victory for the Iranian nation
Ap11110 the world powers over
the nuclear issue," Ahmadinejad
told thousands of people during
a %mit to Ilam province in western Iran.
-This was a final shot to
those who, in the past several
years. spread a sense of threat
and concern in the world
lies
through
of nuclear
weapons," Ahmadinejad said,
drawing celebratory whistles
fnim the crowd
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice would not
to
directly
respond
Ahmadenepwf remarks. but told
reporters in the Ethiopian capital
today that the public release of
the
National
Intelligence
Estimate showed the Bush
administration was committed
to transparent dt.iiisarray while
Iran was not.
Iran has touted the leper( as
vindication of its claims that as
nuclear program is peaceful and
Iranian officials insist that
Washingion should take a less
bawkiab stance and drop
olImipls lo impose new '.am
boas in light of the report". stirpine conclusions
Mohamed Elliaradet. head of

the 1: N. nuclear watchdog
agency, called the report a "sigh
of relief' because its conclusions also jibe with the agency's
own findings.
"Iran has been somewhat vindicated in saying they have not
been working on a weapons program, at least for the past few
years." ElBaradei told reporters
in Brazil's capital. Brasilia.
ElBaradei did not say
whether the U.S. report's findings
will
undermine
Washington's push for a new set
of U.N sanctions against Iran.
but warned that the International
Atomic Energy Agency still
plans more inspections to
address some issues about
Tehran's nuclear energy program.
"We have not seen a smoking
gun in the last few years, but we
still have work to be performed,- he said. -Iran needs to
continue working with us. Iran
needs to clear the deck."
The intelligence estimate was
released Monday -- two days
after the world's major powers
met in Parts and indicated that a
compromise text on a third sanctions resolution could he circulated at the U.N. as early as
Enday by the six countnes the U.S.. Britain, France,
Russia, China and Germany.
Russia, a veto-wielding
member of the U.N. Security
C'ouncil. said today there was no
proof that Iran has ever run a
nuclear weapons program.
Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov indicated that the U.S.
acknowledgment that Iran halted a suspected nuclear weapons
bid in 2003 undermined
Washington's push for a new se
of U.N. sanctions.
-We will assess the situation
regarrhng a new U.N Secunty
Council resolution taking into
account all these facts, including
the U S. confirmation that it has
no information about the existence of a nuclear weapons program in Iran.- he said.
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Red Cross trained babysitters
to the rescue during holiday
The holiday hustle is underway and analysts projections are
this season will be busier than
most. No one feels the pinch
from shopping, parties and
preparation more than moms
and dads. That's why the
Calloway County Red Cross
encourages families and caretakers to look for trained and
certified babysitters for their
childcare needs.
Whether it's shopping for
presents or the office holiday
party, the demand for babysitters is sure to increase. But in
order to feel more relaxed and
secure, parents and caregivers
need to have a sitter they know
has been trained in how to care
for the safety and well-being of
their child.
Each year, the Red Cross
trains and certifies over 120,000
sitters nationwide through the

AP
imand, today.

Babysitter's Training class. It's
one gift that will give back to
you over and again."
The Calloway County Red
Cross Babysitter's Training program is open to girls and boys
II to 15 yrs. old and in many
cases can be completed in a day.
All courses are taught by an
Cross
Red
authorized
Babysitter's Training instructor.
"Thçre's no better way to
relax alid enjoy all the season's
festivities than knowing your
children are in the care of a sitter trained by the foremost
authority in safety, the Calloway
County Red Cross.
For information on how to
purchase Babysitter's Training
gift certificates or times and
locations of upcoming classes,
contact the Calloway County
Red Cross at 753-1421 or log on
to www.callowayredcross.org

Babysitter's Training program.
Course participants learn to
administer basic first aid; properly hold and feed a child; take
emergency action when needed;
monitor safe play and actively
engage your child; and some
may be certified in Infant and
Child CPR.
"Even if you only need
someone to watch the children
while you put up decorations or
prepare a meal - you want peace
of mind that your little ones are
in capable hands. You should
never just grab the first available
person," says Tory Daughrity,
Executive Director, Calloway
County Red Cross. "If you
don't have a Red Cross trained
babysitter near you and the
office party is coming up or if
you're current sitter isn't certified, make an early gift to a
youth you trust by giving them a
next
the
to
certificate

Holidays can bring heart attacks
Photo provided
Pictured are Keith Travis, Vice President of Physician Service, Dr. Emily Gupton, Dr. Noel and
Mrs. Linda Thomas (parents of Emily Gupton), and Keith Bailey, CEO of Murray Calloway
County Hospital.

Local hospital signs first
student in recruitment plan
Murray Calloway County sign a contract with MCCH to
Hospital is committed to provid- return to Murray to join the
ing the highest quality, compre- medical community as a physihensive, compassionate health- cian.
Dr. Gupton is a graduate of
care to the region. This commitment includes an ongoing effort Calloway County High School
to assist in the recruitment of and Murray State University
outstanding physicians seeking (cum laude), and has recently
opportunities for affiliation with completed her medical school
Nova
the
at
the hospital. MCCH developed training
a new recruitment program that Southeastern University College
relationship of Osteopathic Medicine in Ft.
a
establishes
between the hospital and med- Lauderdale, Florida where she
ical students in the early stages was awarded a Doctorate in
of their training. Emily Guiton Osteopathic Medicine and a
is the first Resident to officially Masters of Public Health in May

of 2007. As a first year Family
he
Practice Resident at
University of Louisville, Dr.
Gupton will continue her training until the year 2010 and then
become a part of the MCCH
Medical Staff.
"We are excited to extend an
offer to Dr. Gupton and look forward to developing relationships
with more students so that we
may build upon the tradition that
is already established here with
our current medical staff," said
Keith Travis, MCCH Vice
President of Physician Services.

Extra pounds don't raise death risks
CHICAGO(AP)— Being 25
pounds overweight doesn't
appear to raise your risk of
dying from cancer or heart disease, says a government study
vindicate
that seems to
Grandma's claim that a few
extra pounds won't kill you.
The findings might comfort
some who can't seem to lose
those last 15 pounds. And they
hearten proponents of 'a theory
that it's possible to be "fit and
fat."
The news isn't all good:
Overweight people do have a
higher chance of dying from diabetes and kidney disease.
And people who are obese —
generally those more than 30
pounds overweight for their
height — have a higher risk of
death from a variety of ills;
including some cancers and
heart disease.
However, having a little extra
weight actually seemed to help
people survive some illnesses —
results that baffled several leading health researchers.
"This is a very puzzling disconnect," said Dr. JoAnn
Manson, chief of preventive
medicine at Harvard's Brigham
and Women's Hospital. -That is
a conundrum."
It was the second study by
the same government scientists

who two years ago first suggested that deaths from being too fat
were overstated.
The report further analyzed
the same data, this time looking
at specific causes of death along
with new mortality figures from
2004 for 2.3 million U.S. adults.
"Excess weight does not uniformly increase the risk of mortality from any and every cause,
but only from certain causes,"
said the study's lead author
Katherine Regal, of the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
The study analyzed the bodymass index of people who died
from various diseases.
In many cases, the risks of
death were substantial for obese
people — those with a bodymass index. or BMI, of at least
30. Specifically, obesity raised
the risk of death from heart disease, diabetes and kidney disease, and several cancers previously linked with excess weight,
including breast, colon and pancreatic cancer.
But being merely overweight
— having a BMI between 25
and 3() — did not increase the
risk of dying from heart disease
or any kind of cancer.
Also surprising was that
overweight people were up to
about 40 percent less likely than

TORE

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Mapper

normal-weight people to die
from several other causes
including emphysema, pneumonia, injuries and various infections. The age group that
seemed to benefit most from a
little extra padding were people
aged 25 to 59; older overweight
people had reduced risks for
these diseases, too.
Why extra fat isn't always
deadly and might even help pe
pie survive some illnessq. is
unclear and in fact disputee by
many health experts. But
University of South Carolina
dbesity researcher Steven Blair,
who says people can be fat and
fit, is a believer. He called the
report a careful and plausible
analysis, and said Americans
have been whipped into a "near
hysteria" by hype over the
nation's obesity epidemic.
While the epidemic is real,
the number of deaths attributed
to it and to being overweight has
been exaggerated, Blair said.
People should focus instead
on healthful eating and exercise,
and stop obsessing about carrying a few extra pounds.

Back and Leg Pain?

A)Physician's Hearing Center
i/J Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E

,,

300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

over the edge during this busy
time of year.
. "You can't be too busy to
ignore your cardiovascular
health," he says — but that's a
key excuse he hears from his
own patients.
Consider:
•Busy revelers tend to skip
their medications, forget them
when traveling or be unable to
get refills far from home.
•What dieter can resist. holiday goodies? The few extra
pounds so many people gain
will haunt you long-term. Right
away, a particularly heavy meal,
especially a high-fat one, stresses the heart as it is digested.
Blood pressure and heart rate
inkrease. There's even evidence
that the lining of arteries
becomes temporarily more clotprone.
IN Too much salt has an even
more immediate effect, causing
fluid retention that in turn makes
the heart have to pump harder.
II Alcohol in moderation is
considered heart-healthy. But if
a round of holiday parties leaves
you tipsy, that, too, makes your
heart pump harder to get blood
to peripheral arteries.
•Worse is something called
"holiday heart syndrome,"
where alcohol literally irritates
the heart muscle to trigger an
irregular heartbeat called atrial
fibrillation. If a-fib goes
unchecked for too long, it in turn
can cause a stroke.
•People say they're too busy
to exercise, especially as it gets
cold and darkness falls earlier. It
can take months to build back up
to pre-holiday exercise habits.

As for cold weather, it can
constrict blood vessels, and the
extra exertion of snow shoveling
can cause a heart attack. The
usual winter rise in respiratory
diseases is another risk, adding
further burden to a stressed heart
— another reason to get a flu
shot.
But the holiday spike happens even in warm climates.
And delay in treatment plays
a role.
Hospitals may be shortstaffed during the holidays,
slowing the time it takes to diagnose a heart attack and start
clearing the blocked artery, says
Dr. Alice Jacobs of Boston
University, past president of the
American Heart Association.
Tie good news: The nation's
hospitals are undergoing a major
shift to speed care to heart attack
sufferers. It's called "door to
balloon timer and the aim is to
reopen blocked arteries with
angioplasties or other procedures within 90 minutes of
arrival.
Only about a third of people
suffering major heart attacks get
such fast care now. But more
than 900 hospitals have signed
on to meet that challenge —
sites that either are forming 24hour cardiac catheterization
teams like Suddath's, or making
sure on-call doctors arrive within minutes. or ferrying patients
to those angioplasty centers.
But for the hospital overhaul
to work, patients can't hesitate
when symptoms strike.
"If you have symptoms, don't
ignore them, wherever you are,"
Jacubs stresses.
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By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Those lords-a-leaping and ladies
dancing may want to consider
the downside of the holidays:
Heart attack season has arrived.
December and January are
the deadliest months for heart
disease, and many of the things
that make the season merry are
culprits: Rich meals, more alcohol — and all that extra stress.
But what may make the
Christmas coronary more deadly
than the same-size heart attack
in, say, August, is a double dose
of denial. It's not uncommon for
people to initially shrug off
chest pain as indigestion.
Research suggests they're even
more reluctant for a run to the
emergency room when it means
disrupting a holiday gathering,
or if they've traveled to a
strange city — meaning they
arrive sicker.
Minutes matter.
"You have only a short window of opportunity to save heart
muscle," warns Dr. William
Suddath of Washington Hospital
Center in the nation's capital —
where a cardiac team on-duty 24
hours a day aims to start clearing
victims' clogged arteries within
15 minutes of their arrival in the
emergency room.
How bad each year is varies
widely, but some hospitals say
they saw an upswing in heart
attacks start on Thanksgiving
weekend. At Suddath's hospital,
it started with a surprise spike
before
weekend
the
Thanksgiving — with so many
critically ill patients that doctors
ran out Of a key heart-pumping
machine and had to rent two
extras.
Doctors have long braced for
the seasonal upswing. A 2004
study confirmed it was a nationwide phenomenon, with peaks
in death coinciding around the
Christmas and New Year's holidays.
Why is harder to pin down.
Vanderbilt University cardiologist Dr. Keith Churchwell says a
"hurricane of factors" can tip
someone at risk of a heart attack
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Senled proposals for the construction of the Apron Area. Concrete Building Pad
and Accesa Road for the Po/pined 10 unit 1-Hangar at the Kyle-Oakley Field
Airport in Murray, Kentucky will be received by Jim Fain, Chairman. MurrayCalloway County Airport Board, 544 Airfield Lane, Murray. KY 42071 until 1-00
p rn local time on December 12 th 2007 Bids received after this time will not
be accepted and will he returned unopened

i:nvelopes containing proposals shall be addressed and identified as follow•
P Rf /POSAL

Hans may he obtained from ENTRAN Engineertng, 555 Mamott Drive. Suite
275, Nashville, TN 37214 upon payment of $75.• non-refundable deposit Ihrect
telephone line ,5115-2382730, Attn Chad Smith or Bill Stout
Each sealed proposal shall he accompanied by a certified check, iashier check, or
satisfactory bid bond, in a mum that is not less than five Si percent of the aggre
gate amount of bid. payable to the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
The succeissful bidder will be required to execute Contract and to provide Contract
Surety in an amount equal to one hundred ]100] percent of the bid amount for
performance and a bond in the amount equal to one hundred ]100] percent of the
bid amount guaranteeing the payment of all labor, materials, and etiRight/. to waive any formality in any proposed guaranty to menet any and all bids
and to negotiate with the apparent losi bidder to much extent as may be necessary, are reserved
No bidder may withdraw his bid for • period of ninety 9th calendar day* after the
scheduled closing time for the receipt f hid.
The following provisions apply to this contract

270-753-2050

Ha i

Anniversary
It you're interested, send
questions or a resume to
com@newwavecomm.net
E.O.E.

igill&1/iold

Thole Itootototiver nodal of Public Works Contrasts to Soppliaro of Goode
and Remem n( eiruntrie• that Deny Contracts to Supplier. id Good. and
Services Countries that Deny Procurement Market Acne..
S I'ontractors
I 15( 11 Regulation 49(FR PART an
Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity Executive Order
11246 and 15/1.. Regulation 41 ('FR PART SO

Culver's of Murray
innniw.culvers.com

Reim
ATTITUDES
Nail
ZeissTechnician
Hours
Mon -Fri 10AM-6PM
Sat 10AM-3PM
Across from Baldy's
759-1100

Accountant
Established
Murray
CPA firm looking for a
FT CPA or CPA candidate Fax resume to
(270)753-1732

satt Found
LOST Beagle Hound
in Dexter Bottom
753-7409, 753-6367
731 220-0099

EXPANDING occupational heafth clinse
seeks PT PA or NP
Please send resume to
PO Box 1055, Calvert
Crty, KY 42029.

NAVEALTH OF KENTUCKY
et it'RI(F JlitencE
.ALLinYAY l'IRCUIT Cot'RT
Civil Action No 01-CI-00341)

NOW HIRING
Ii,

PLAINTIFF

Management,(ress Positions
& Delis en /his ers
DEPENDANTS
•

It, virtue i4 a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the t'allovray Circuit Court
October 23 2007 in the shove cilium I shall proceed to ofier for sale at the
Ourthinise door in the City 01 MUFT•N 1 .1111.,•••% County. Kentucky, to the highcolt bidder at public miction on Fridas December 7. 2007, at the hour of 10 00
m local time or thereabout the following deacribed property located In
t'allows, County Kentucky. with its addrees being 242 Dupree Dr. New Concord.
KY 42076 and more particularly described as follows
Dot No 444 445 and 463. Unit No III of KentUcky Lake Development
corporation Subdoneion as shown by plat of Same which is i4 record in Plat Hook
Page 35, an the ofTue of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The abore-deembed property is transiferred and conveyed orutnect to, the pro..0
lies covenants .4 record on said Plat
firing the same property conveyed to William ONeal, and wife Anita O'Neal. to
Koper A Garland. by deed dated April 8. 1990, of record an Deed Hook 2142 Page
35e in the ofTke of the Clerk of the CalWeray County Court -William ()Neal died
,n September 19 104414 leaving Anita II/Neal as the sole titleholder
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit haat, of thirty iv.
dais hut if sold on a credit .4 thirty -On, days the purchaser shall deposit with
the commissioner one third .4th. purchase price and execute bond with good and
eufficient surety for the remainder same to he paid in Ion equal inetallments
!manna interest at 124 per annum from the date deal. until paid, and fully due
and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property ao sddi
lomat eeminty All delinquent taxes if •ni shall be aswertained and paid by the
Commis...ewe ball the property shall he sold eulnert to the 2007 ad valorem
team
This 14th day of November tiltr
ftespe,ifult. submitted
MAX W PARKER
Mauler 1 'arnentirtenner
art ',Fruit 'Ourt

FREE
PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come • First Servs
Plods. No Phone Calls
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Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in ',Isabel
field and administratNe
record
management
preferred,
but
not
required Strong customer service background preferred Pad
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray. KY
or
email
to
elizabeth Cain S rotech
corn We are an Equal

Opportunity Employer

I

Appiy 18s porton ist
VHS Chostmot It.
Morroy or MO Paris
Rd.. Mayfield

for Customer Service
Representatives We
are in need of sales
motivated, take charge
individuals to loin our
team If you are a
team player, honest
reliable, we are looking for you Please
apply in person at BP
Truck stop, 2185 US
Hwy 641 North,
Murray. KY

FARMER'S Choice
FeedmIll.
Send
resume to 127 Beach

WE

Rd, Kirtisey, KY 42054

Full-time/part-time RN or LPN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky. Will need good
phone, organizational. and people skills.
Must be willing to work a flexible
schedule. Please send resume and cover
letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-P • Murray, KY 42071

or come by office
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated individual for retail sales
560k. potential income
possible Great benefits Sales experience
required
731-584-9429

NOTICE
Die City of Mtlit,15 has the following ioti

POSITION: Wastewater

wows
%els (Movie, Wifeless PUS. 1.1.1' has embed to the
Murray Planning Commas/on for appalsl to replace
an enigma light pole oath s nee rimless romenurnes
Dona (wild% on • ate located at 914 Arcadia Code.
Murray Kentucky 42071 '36' 37 11348- North
latitude od' 114 42 4.11* Won Lorignode • A public
heannat loss been erfieduled on Derembor IA, 2007 at
5(PPM IS CAPUSta Chambers. City Hall. 104 N 5th St .
Morn, Leutorlti 43071 If you hare say "oestrous
pheme motion Pika lairgal (iterate, PLI.E. PO Hos VA
,
St•••14••••14•Albe. KY 40116. 0111opfssoe 0111001116-429.3

H,

I

Call
AFTER Hours
Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME
Patient

Truck stop is
accepting applications

• Is lit
W ANITA /NEAL

Help Warasd

BP

ANITA O'NEAL. UNKNOWN DEFENDANT.
SPI

Heip Wanted

THE Murray Ledger II
Tomes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using raw ado(
motion do so at the.r
own nek Although per
sons and companies
mont100416 h•flitri are
believed to be reputable
The Murray 1.0(190(
nOf any ol ds
emproyees accept any

'separability obeesoes,
ie tor toss scavetes
BMW
Murray High
Ilessater Club
At Kaska of Cob/week
ercm
"
1st Sat of Illet mond%

opportunity

Plant Operator Trainee

Overview of Duties: Assists in the daily operation and mainterumsc of
the astewater plant Manual labor is performed outdoors regardless of
weather conditions Knowledge of pumps and hydraulics preferred
Bask understanding of biology is required Must receive state
cerufkattrin within one year of hire
1/epartment: Bre Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant
Salary: S9 19 per how with full benefits
POSITI(iN ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.
City of Murray benefit package inclaukt health insurance,
life insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan. sick, etwation
and personal*vs.
application% and lull gab descriptions foe the above listed position are
ivailable at the Cu), Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0310 ext. 103.
pplications can he obtained on-line at wig. V. murraykylos and then
mailed to 104 N. Mh Street, Murray, KY 42071

Derr ter screptia applications is 3:1111 pa.Monday. DecemberIS, 2007.
Drug weeding will be required of successfai appikant.
The City of Murray Is an &mot Opportunity Employer.

NsipWudid

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the

"help wanted" section
on our classifieds

DEER 5A 1,LE1
Readenttal Treatment landau. TS

k.STIER'S LOA El
Cfl('NSF1AERS
I cad a treatment tearn
gaff in assuring a 00141.,
trertmcni is succe,1011
implemented through mda.idual & grixits thews
Position in I inden. TA

11011 i 1111,, !WU( thialtr

p550. today'
sippls online toda,
woo.,euthrtilegmerg/join

DEPENDABLE
Committed Help
Wanted:
Local social service
agency needs caring,
hard working individuals for direct care
work No experience
required, training is
provided This is
rewarding work. Get

paid for activities such
as shopping, recre-

ation sports, arts,
crafts, counseling

.1115)0 I I

NEED HOUDAY
CASH
$9hr after paid training
+Benefits Part/Full
time -flexible schedule7-days a week.
1-888-974-JOBS
T079110507

WA
Expe
for I
Ship.
Call
Mot.
4256
YEL
Adv Are .
Do
shcp
mort
sion,
Estat
par,

irigs
efits
hour
440(i:

webpage at

murrayledger.com
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you

OVERNICHT TEACHER
('(I 10424531)16
Prussic direct day -toiday
care of we youth Oros*
life skills *wins reivyanon. de oltorr sots Mr. at
lkor talky 'Si- pictur
esuor residential tacilio
g herr sou can copy the
isitdoi *Mk imputing a
child's future Pusitions arc
I...tied in Linden. T%

Si Nouiti Vill.tres sou II
hase ito opportand, ii
Mange foie, while
sharpening sour timnusjj
skills & adsariong .).1111.1.
...Met, after unl, f, MON

bcarne

DRT

I yr. TiT Experience &
Good VW Required

060

(8001''

Excellent Running
Lanes
No-Touch Freight
Per Diem Available

888)849-1011

060

Earn
de..
perk)
Ca
immr.

Medi.
oppo

Co. DrIvers up
to .42 CPM

,1

Government l/rbarment and Scuipension and leivernmentivide Requirement. for
thug-free WorkplaceiLK1T Regulation 414('FR PART 29,

VS NOTICE OF SALE

HOME
WEEKENDS

Transport System, Inc.

Sharon & Pam

701,40rn

a

Great Pay
Hometimel
We've got both!!

EPES

lie lore wilt and are proud to he tour
daughters.

Carol

SOfV
gr.

Owner Operators
.90 CPM on all
miles plus FSCf

thawing us what true love is - after
65 years you still hold hands!
guff..ditaivertary fl/Fle

Buy American Preferences 'Title 49 United States Code. CHAPTER 501

MI Tt'AIL BANK.

Culver's of Murray is looking for
a manager who can handle big
things, like ButterBurgersrtearn
members and work in a fast
paced, fun environment.

t;nefilmily thanks you for always

Proposals for the Construction of the Pronct are to be opened in the Kyle-Oakley
Field Airport Terminal Building at 1 00 pm,local time on December 12th .
:2007 Proposals may he hand delivered to the Chairman immediately prtor ti
the Bid Opening

WASH I

(Then we're looking for you!)

Murray, KY 42071

KYLE3./AKLEY FIELD AIM"(MT
CONSTRI,VT APRON, BUILDING PAD AND ACCESS ROAD
CONFIDENTIAL DO NOT OPEN)
To Jim Fain. Chairman
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
544 Airfield Lane
Murray, KY 42071

Can you manage this?

300 South 8th Street, Suite 376W

for the Proposed

060
hap Weed
Dnver-

Dr David L. Case is dosing his practice
effective December 17, 2007.
Medical Records may be
obtained prior to December 17. 2007

At this time all propinuls will be publicly opened and read aloud for the following
devell/pment
Access Hood

Mg Wallet

Map Wanted

NOTICE:

ADVERTISEMENT FOR HIE*

l'onatruct Apron Area Concrete Building Pad and
10 unit Tilangar"

060

060

Help Wanted

a0

DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available.

EXPERIENCED Sales
Reps
needed
Phone

expanding
again $20,800 base
salary plus commissions = $40,000+ earnings 1st year All leads
furnished Full benefit
package Call 270415-4405 ext 234

Career oriented persons will appreaate
this opportunity as
there is room for
advancement with
both position and pay.
Starting pay from
$6 00-58.00 per hour

feC.S.

Recruiter: Experience
Microsoft software &
minimum 2 years
human resources.
30-35 hours 436-2798
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drtve-in, 217 S. 12th
Si, Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

I lit. I aa•• is Grit to I
at 11 I
Company I/rivers:
Lam up to 46 emn
.,taueri eon war exprnewei
1r2cpm

Apply at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Hometown
Book is

NOW hiring
Bookkeeper
Experience Quick
Books, payroll & bank

01

CLE
year
270HO
se
I d
busi
Ph°
1(61

FO'
tel
te
tre:
731

Walk rten 60100 mks

Students/Graduates
c..ellent naming program
]mpere Trois'tamer Trairamire
• 5, sit-'
• No 1,4.11n.el fri,ading
Havnal
• °puma,'
• 2: yea, mat age

800-848-0405
ATTENTION
OWNER OPERATORS!
I Rcpm
lorded a mem

lactaIes Fuel Sarckarge
• Base Roes and Toth Peel
• No Hemel Reamed
• 14in 22po4p.40
I: ma ors Esp.
• Gad sot Pim meImes nage

* * 11111111t

*1

HOLLY.

*'
Give a gift subscription to the

Regular pay from
$7 00-$12.00 per hour,
with salaried options

libariR&TIMES **i

as welt Roxibis
scheduling including
evenings, nights and
weekends Call 270767-1543 Monday
through Friday 9m-to
-3pcn or stop by 404
North 4th Street,

HOMO Delivery
Load Mail
ices...,
3 no.-USA
3
ma.
-.433.111
6...-SOUS
1 yr.-WM 6-s.-WM
1 yr. -.....31114141
2

Suds-C, Murray, KY

Rest of KYrEP4

Al Other AIM
"ryas Ilkaameo
SubstrIplimat
3 mo.---371131/ 3 ma.
mo.-$90.011 6 me.-.-SO6.40
yr.--.11211.1111 1 ye--OIL*

SALES help warded for
local
insurance

agency. We provide a
wide range of products One of Nation's I
largest
cheek
Money Order
companies.
Vise
MI('
Insurance experience
Narne__._
helpful
but
not
rewired. Training will
I St, Addreee
be provided If necessary. Send resume to:
Cdy•
P.O. Box 1040-R.
State
I
TAp
Murray, KY 42071,
Daytime Ph.
DRIVERS A moody
Wootylol Top pay, greet
Mail this coupon with payment to
•
benefits! No eminMurray Ledor & Times
ence? No prate/int
PO.Ike 1040
Werner Enterprises
Murry%IT 41011
800-3443-2818
ext.
Or
MIES
150
0.

a

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
060
Hip Wanid
RECEPTIONIST
&
LPN, doctor's office.
Send resume with
refemeces to: P.O. Box
1040-B
Murray, KY
42071

)11i!.'

DS

SEEKING honest and
dependable weekend
babysitter in my home.
SO11001.16 inquiries only.
227-8488.
SIGN ON BONUS up to $500.
MEDIACOM IS
NOW HIRING Direct
Sales
Representatives. Sell
Digital Cable, High.
Speed Internet and
1.4ediacom Phone. We
offer paid training and
a benefits package to
include Medical,
Dental, Vision, Life,
Disability, 401(k) and
discounted employee
services. Join our
growing sales team
today!
Earn 550K or more
depending on your
performance. Call Bev
Camel' NOW for an
immediate interview:
(800)999-8028 ext 284 or
email
bcarnell ifa mediecomcc co

up

Mediacorn is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ning

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED

ight

Ot'S
all
SC'

Inc
red

11111

SAY
training
ull
hedk.
OBS
.7

ick
& bank
mance
are &
FS

as.
.-2798

aPPlice• APO)
.
t Sonic
S. 12th
KY. No

(.114 III r

uate

W

Eat,
ernag woe

3533

*I

*
oche*

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
I clean homes and
businesses.
Cell
phone
1(616)835-8647.

NEW pool table, never
used, 1'-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500. selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031

STEEPLETON
pool
table Regulation size
Drop leather pockets
$950 731-642-4614

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Art
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

VERY nice commeraa
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8,800
S.F. Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
Is/a, and security system. $1,800/mo.
270-293-9349
Pots & *pass

r

Homo For Red

igemeis For Rent

14X60 2BR 28A $400
703-4768
NICE 28R. No pets.
753-9866.

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
Clean
and
nice.
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, $350/mo, all
appliances, pets
allowed. 1619 Chris
Dr. 753-4219

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

Sousa For Res
2, 3 & 48R houses
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109
38R 28A,
$495
month. No pets. 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602

1BR, low utilities No
pets. $250 month.
753-3949.

38R, 1BA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$450/mo. 759-4826

1BR, vanous locations,
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

NON smoking 38R, 2
bath home near lake.
2 car garage, no pets,
$300 deposit, $475
month (270)748-7980
RECENTLY
remodeled, small, three-bedroom, one-bath house.
$500 per month plus
utilities. One month
security
deposit
required.
Call
(270)293-3572 for an
appointment.
Only
serious
inquiries
please
360
Storage Rent*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7669

NEON BEACH
MINCESTORAG
•All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
WARD-ELKINS

FOR Sale: wooden
telephone poles &
fence post. Creosote
treated. Will deliver.
731-782-6180

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th.
Murray,

(270)753-1713
Noble Homes For Saki
***OWNER
FINANCENo Credit Check'
Completely
redone.
2BR 1BA singlevade,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose.
New
Concord
$2,900
down. $450 month
Call 753-2222.
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
deck.
Large
old.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check!
1999 model 3BR 28A
singlewide, pool. Clean
& nice S3.500 down.
$495 monthly.
753-2222
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56. 38R,
28A, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

150

Aldus
For Seim
07 Hog tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of jets. digital,
ozone/dor, water fall.
cover, retail $7 300.
must sell $3,700.
(573)300-1031

a

Ccvi(Js'..i'). County
*Ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

753-3853

On the Square Murray

WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
Mod
Drum exchange Miller
D Farms
270-436-2215

t to

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment cen
tars & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

1505 Dtuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Hams For Sala

CHOCOLATE 8 Black
Lab puppies. Mom is
AKC registered. 6
weeks,
shots'
&
wormed.
270-4892086 or 270-293-6305

12'X24' storage buildmg w/front porch, new
$3,900 km. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
SEARS birch top drill
press,$100 436-5810

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 28R, IBA.
$29.900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands!' Call now
731-584-9429.
REMODELED
48R.
Doubiewidel
28A, 2,000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances. 1.3
acre lot. Owner financavailable
ing
$70,000.00 cash or
down.
$5,000
$645inio.
270-761-HOME

119 East Y Drive. 26R
1BA, washer, dryer,
stove, refngerator furnished. new C/H/A
Smoke-free. Water,
yard work included.
$450/mo
270-227-5722.
2BR 28A, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685
28R apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
pets.
no
$280/mo. 767-9037
28R duplex, $350.
3BR house $525
753-3415
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, $285. C/H/A.
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances
$525/mo 436-5685
FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex. 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo
761-7355
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721, Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 38R 2 full
baths. All appliances
furnished. 270-7537903 or 227-5173.
LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer 8 dryer. $345/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt.. water
paid. available now, no
pets 753-5900

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

FEMALE Jack Russell
Terrier for sale. Full
shots,
papered,
spayed, $150.
759-1566.
MINIATURE Pinscher
puppy for sale. Born
8/11/07. Ears cropped.
3lbs. Black & tan.
Adorable.
$300.
(270)227-5454.

WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
IAINISTORAGE
'inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commarical Prop. For Nara

OFFICE Space: 707
38R
12th.
South
duplex, C/H/A 1BR
ape
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

lees Oftsrod

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044.

I lit

AAA HANDYMAN
MUST See!! Just built
2.400
sq.ft.
brick
home. Double garage.
Pnvate & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, close to town.
270-519$139.000
8570 by owner. Murray.

AN types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

Check us out
on the Wei

ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Framing.
Water &
Termite
Damage Larry Nimmo
• 227-0587

470
Motorcydes &ATV's

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

98 Kawasaki Ninja
250. Under 5,000
miles, just recently
tuned up. Priced for
Christmas. $4.00 firm.
859-797-4671

NEED Some Help
Moving?
eMove Moving Help
from John Probus
270-978-6658

12 year old registered
black TVVH mare. Kid
broke. Asking $1,200
270-328-8099

We will knowingly accept an'
advertising for rranstate which
not in violation of the law All
an hereto, !mooned
ge
vTalTdwellings advertised ore
available on an equal opportunity basis.

480
-,- Auto Puts

ments contact "CAA Counsel
Rene P Mtlain. 17031 b48-10[10

HOME SITE WANTED
close to Murray, cash
buyer will pay top dollar for the nght land,
sm-med acreage,
some cleared with
some trees (at least a
few)
preferred (931)2066767

‘11% Location.
‘ii) Condition
is ss ss.t. rualic
Pit1.1-1 sit151•INA
270-761-1B1 1

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

i

f
iport
ElMay Maw
2004 Cherokee V6
4x4, red, automatic,
loaded, 36,900 miles.
$13,000. 293-1943

'85 Jeep CJ7. Soft top,
mime, 6cyl. 53,500.
270-970-3616

Used Cars
1998 purple Firebird.
115K miles, t-top, keyless entry & security,
new tires, one owner.
$6K, 270-437-3196

CHEVROLET, $1,100
0E10. 270-978-6658.
2004 Z71 Colorado.
Red, 4WD. loaded,
29,000 miles. Rebuilt
title. $11,000.
437-4608 or 293-6615.
02 Ford F-150
supercrew, beige.
79,000 miles, excellent
condition- assume
payments. 804-3566.

LAKEFRONT PROPERTY
FOR SALE
168' water frontage. Improved
24x52 doublewide with 40' deck.
2BR 2BA, vaulted ceiling,
fireplace, furnished, all appliances,
boat dock, well and pump, on main
channel opposite Pine Bluff,

Call 753-4395 or 994-4826.

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built! KY Lake
$69,900. Only one!
Call owner 615-5155550

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Sanatorium guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611

Hill Electric
50 acres with 3/3R 2BA
house, Will divide. 9780505,436-2061

Since 1986
21 ROUR SIERVICE
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
-*OWNER
FINANCE***
No
Credit Check!
Clean 8 nice 38R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1.292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3.900 down.
$475 month. Call
Ruffle (270)753-2222
3-4 bedroom, 569K
270-293-3588.

ASPHA

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brien at
270-705-4156

759-0501
753-1537
CARPENTER
753-9440
R L Woods

JOE'S JOBS

75.1-4.114 • 22--3644

NADEAU'S
Conetnaction
'Flooring *Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Horne Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

Handyman Services
All remod
No )ob too small.
Feee estimates.

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176

WE SERVICE

NEED HELP?

4731)247-3001
(731)363-3511 -

All Maio' Appliances
and Most Map Brands

DECORATE
for
Holidays
We hang lights & ornaments. Outside &
Inside. Call for free
estimate. 978-0149,
978-1842.

WARD-ELK1NS

David's
Home
Improvement

()NJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd tobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Mitchell Bros.

l'Is 1112

For further assistance with Fair

fiotoing Advertising require-

BACKNOE &
?RUCKING
!SOY KILL
Septic system, gravel,
while rock.
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

State laws forimd doctimination
in the tale rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors En
addition to those protected
under federal law

em Obiel

11 \I t"WASTF
\1 \\ \(.1mr\ I

DUPLEX. Brick 26R
IBA in Murray.
978-0505, 436-2051.

All real estate advertised herein
sublect to the Federal For
liousing Act t,hch make, it
illegal to advertise an preference. hmitatkon
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

390
Livestock & Supplies

OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnrne location. 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE Space for
Approximately
rent.
200 sq.ft., SW of Court
Square. $100 per mo.
Utilities included.
753-5411

Me

SHIH-TZU
puppies
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

"I It 1 Hots! s
KEY MINI

1\1 \11 Ill \ I
1; 1 Ill I II 1 '

1)1

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.

USED APPLIANCES

*

lAIC

2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens.
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included.
(479)244-5968.
33,000 BTU vent-free
natural gas fireplace
w/electronic ignition,
built-in
thermostat,
variable speed blower,
automatic safety shutoff valve, solid wood
cabinet, 5600, OBO.
767-0752

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

PARKER Family heirlooms. Museum quality
sword, chappeau, pho- NICE, newer, 1BR,
WANTED:
tos, etc of Timothy A. IBA, brick, W&D,
Experienced person
Parker of Murray. Died C/H/A. tile, walk-in
for Inventory Control,
in 1914 Naval sub sink- closet, close to MSU,
Shipping & Receiving.
ing. Serious inquiries pets allowed
Call
Hannigan
w/deposit. $350/mo.
only. 731-336-4000
Motorsports 270-753(270)522-1095
SATELLITE
System
4256 for appointment.
2 bedroom, all appliFREE
YELLOW
Page
Cambridge
Get a 4-room FREE. ances,
Advertising
Silas,
FREE DVR or HD area. 293-6968
Are you a hard worker'
upgrade. FREE 6 2BR 'IBA duplex
Do you feeling you
months of HD proAppliances.
1304
should be earning
gramming
w/HD Peggy Ann
more? Join our profesupgrade. Get months 3 270-753-0259
sional sales team.
FREE of HBO &
Established local comCinemax. 908 Hillwood. 2BR/1
pany. Excellent earnProgramming starts at bath apartment.
ings package with ben$29.99 per mo. + $5.00 $395/mo. No pets.
efits. No weekends
for local networks. Call Lease, references,
hours. Call: 270-415required
Beasley Antenna & deposit
4405 ext. 234.
Satellite for more info. 227-3331
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901

Wet to Buy

Paid
Respired

Articles
For Sala

1-877-725-7321

140
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rpm
herr

150
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SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
270-519-8570

Water Darr ageo tirs
Braces & OIr ioists
bir
Rerr ioe g a P

Dam
WI

oa

eWps

sa A Ma,e a Tt k-ecie^

731-247-5422
TOTAL Nail Care
•Spa Pedicuresincludes
massage
chair
•Spa Manicures
'
Acrylics- pink & white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located at Tangles in
Mason's Commons off
121 Bypass N, Gift certificates & package
special. For more information call 759-2369
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

The Place to Start.... Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916
Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Dec. 6, 2007:
You give 100 percent. Knowing
what you want is the first step
on the path to success.
Understanding your role can
make all the difference.
Sometimes by stepping back
you gain. You have strong support through a partnership
and/or a group. Let these people
play a more substantial role, and
you will like the results. If you
are single, don't make any
assumptions. You will be all
smiles at first; just make sure
this person has the qualities you
think you see. If you are
attached, pull back and learn to
understand your sweetie rather
than judge him or her. You'll
become much closer as a result.
SCORPIO reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1-Difficult

Iv Jacipiellise Mar
mind. but the reception of your
thoughts depends on where others' heads are at. A domestic
matter could become irritating if
left unhandled. You might need
to leap into action. Tonight:
Return calls: chat with a friend.
Just be available.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You easily could become
exasperated with a financial situation. Relax and think positively.
If you could have handled a situation differently, what would you
have done? No wild risks, especially if you have second
thoughts. Tonight: Hang out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You are personality
plus and probably can glide over
problems that other signs cannot. You might wonder what got
you to this point. A friendship
seems to be tipping the scales
back and forth when it comes to
your feelings. Tonight: As you
like.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Know when to call it a day.
whether it is early or not. Honor
your internal clock. Pressure

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
builds within your immediate cir**** A partner often unloads cle. An authority figure, your dad
his or her opinions, whether you
want to hear them or not. You
might need to negotiate. You
don't need to stonewall a difficult
person; establish boundaries
instead. Tonight: Togetherness
works.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Others state what they
want, and they will do whatever s
necessary to have it. You might
be surprised at the end results if
you pull back. You identify with
one situation; therefore, detaching might be difficult. Tonight:
Think "weekend."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You come from a new
place and might want to make a
change. How you deal with a
person who can be annoying
could define the end results.
Bypass being petty and say yes
to the unexpected and dynamic.
Tonight: Early to bed makes the
Twin happy.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
***** Add your touch of creativity and lightness. If you want
a new beginning, your efforts will
help. It might be difficult to communicate the extent of your feelings to an associate. Mixed messages might result. Tonight:
Pretend it's Friday night.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might want to get a
different perspective, and an
opportunity comes through to do
just that. You might wonder what
you need to do to get your message across, as someone cannot hear. Be creative and keep
trying Tonight: No wild risking!
Stay close to home
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You can speak your

or a boss could be difficult.
Tonight: Get some extra sleep;
you are going to need it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Take the high road. If
you see a situation differently,
events might flow in another
direction too. Your goodwill could
redefine relationships and situations. Don't let confusion mark a
decision. Put yourself in a holding position until you're crystalclear. Tonight: Do only what you
want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** More eyes are on you
than you realize. Take your time
making a decision You might
not have all the answers, but you
have some. A partner can be
critical. Be willing to step in and
do what is needed. The unexoccurs financially.
pected
Tonight: Count on a late night.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to try
something very different. Don't
hesitate to explore your options.
You are only stuck if you want to
think that way. Break patterns
and head in a new direction.
Others will follow the courageous Fish! Tonight: Let your
mind relax with a favorite pastime.

BORN TODAY
Guitarist Peter Buck (1956),
comedian Steven Wnght (1955),
actress
Moorehead
Agnes
(1900)

•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http:/h•nvw.lacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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WMoollack
10 years ago
Over 60 people have been
involved in getting Tom Murdock's
tobacco crop harvested after Murdock was injured in a farm ACCIdcnt on Thanksgiving day and
who remains at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
('alloway Lady Lakers lost 6562 to Massac County in the second round of Allied Signal Basketball Tournament at Metropolis,
Ill Tiffany Lassiter high scorer
for Calloway.
Mrs Maude Hendon Jones will
be honored Al A 100th birthday
celebration on Dec. 6 in the fellowship hall of First Baptist
Church. Her 100th birthday will
hc Dec 23.

20 years ago
Published is A picture of Judy
Shoffner, custodian at Murray State
University ('urns ('enter, checking a strand of lights for the centers Christmas tree as university
personnel began placing Christmas decorations for the "Hanging
of the Green" on Dec 6 at 4.30
p.m The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Mark and Cheryl Miller, Nov.
20. ii boy to Michael and Joni
(hand. Nov 21, a boy to Angela
and Thomas Foley and a boy to
Anghenette and David Holland,
Nos 30, a boy to Susan and Walter French. Dec. 1

30 years ago
Published is a page feature of
pictures taken at the annual Christmas Parade held on Dec 3
Chuck Williams. junior at Calloway County High School and
son of Mr and Mrs Hilton
'411111AM%, was elected as vice president ol the Kentucky Beta Club
at the annual convention held at
the Galt House, Louisville Laura
hones, CCHS student and daughter of Mr and Mrs Harold Fonts,

won second in the talent division.
In high school girls basketball
games, Calloway Laker; won 4841 over Lone Oak with Mina Todd
high scorer for 'Akers, Murray
Tigers won 48-37 over Fulton City
with Krista Russell high scorer
for the Tigers

40 years ago
The Clothing Collection Drive
of the Murray City Schools has
been set for Dec. II, 12 and 13,
according to Prentice Lassiter,
director of pupil personnel.
Stan Key WAS named in the
-Top 500 High School Basketball
Players in the Nation" by the Basketball Annual, published by Complete Sports Publication. Inc. Key
is a member of the Calloway
County High School Laker Basketball Squad and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Key.
50 years ago
Jamie Potts, son of Mr and
Mrs. James Potts of Kirksey, was
named Grand Champion of the
Mayfield Junior Burley show held
at Mayfield.
In high school basketball games,
New Concord Redbirds won 6553 over Murray Training Colts
with high scorers being Willoughby for Redbirds and Rogers for
Colts; Murray Tigers won 46-39
over Farmington Wildcats with high
scorers being Pugh for Murray
and Mangrum for Wildcats

60 years ago
A paper on "Infantile Paralysis'. WAS reds by Dr. A.D. Butterworth, local physician at a meeting of the Calloway County Medical Society at a meeting at the
Murray Hospital.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Stone and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Johnson, Dec. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Jones
were reamed for 50 years Nov.
30

COMICS / FEATURES
Man's desire for intimate care
embarrasses his caregiver
DEAR ABBY: I have a
part-time job taking care of
an older gentleman who is disabled. He is
very pleasant
and
interesting,
and for the
most part I
like my job.
There is
just
one
problem.
After I bathe
him,
he
wants me to
By Abigail
put lotion on
Van Buren
his genitals.
When I do it, he tells me how
good it feels. lie has noticed
my embarrassment and has said
that it is just part of the human
body. He also tells me that
he likes me doing this because
I do it "better than anyone
has before.'
I have tried to think about
it as just a part of the job,
but frankly, this situation makes
me very uncomfortable, and
now I dread going to his house.
I live with my boyfriend,
whom I love very much.
have not discussed this with
him because I'm too embarrassed and I'm afraid he would
get upset. What should I do?
-- UNCOMFORTABLE IN
CORPUS CHRISTI
UNCOMFORTDEAR
ABLE: You did not mention
exactly how disabled your
employer is. If he is physically able to apply the lotion
himself, then that's 1what he
should be doing. (

Dear Abby

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated „tress
Today is Wednesday, Dec 5,
-the-3-3_ 9th day of 2007. There are
26 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On Dec 5, 1791, composer
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart died
in Vienna. Austria, at age 35.
On this date
In I 77n. the first scholastic
fraternity in Amenca. Phi Beta
Kamm, was organized at the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg

• In 1831, former President John
Quincy Adams took his scat as a
member of the U.S. House of
Representatives
In 1848, President Polk triggered the Gold Rush of '49 by
confuting that gold had been discovered in California.
In 1932. German physicist
Albert Einstein was granted a visa,
making it possible for him to travel to the United States,
In 1933, Prohibition ended as
Utah became the 16th state to

ratify the 21 st Amendment to the
Constitution, repealing the 18th
Amendment
In 1955, the American Federation of Labor and the Congress
of Industnal Organizations merged
to form the AFL-CIO under its
first president, George Meany.
In 1991, Richard Speck, who
had murdered eight student nurses in Chicago in 1966, died in
prison a day short of his 50th
birthday
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If not, then it's time to inform
your employer that you are no
longer comfortable bathing him
and therefore he should hire
a male bath attendant. Frankly,
what you have described sounds
more like erotic massage than
regular caregiving, and your
feelings are valid.
IMO

DEAR ABBY: Every year,
when our family gathers for
Christmas, my father's wife,
"Marian," brings her camera.
along. She takes pictures of
all the kids, and then asks the
"non-O'Brien" kids to step aside
so she can snap a photo of
"just the O'Briens."
One of my brothers has a
wife with a son from a previous relationship, and another brother is with a lady who
has two children from a previous union. The kids call my
parents "Papa" and "Nana" and
get upset about being excluded from the photos. Their moms
feel the same.
When it happened two years
ago, my brother said that if
she did it again he would say
something. I know I should
have talked to Marian and told
her not to single out the children, but I didn't want to be
put on the spot.
Well, it did happen again - last Christmas -- and an
argument broke out. There were
many hurt feelings. Marian
said she had done nothing
wrong and demanded an apology from my brother. He felt
quite the opposite.
Abby, my family lost a baby
to SIDS and our mother to
cancer at 47. Life is too short
to live this way. How can I
tell them that no one is right
and we're all wrong? Please
help! -- HAS ISSUES IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE
DEAR HAS ISSUES: Who
elected Marian the official family photographer in the first
place? Perhaps if more people brought cameras to these
and
family
get-togethers
snapped pictures. Marian's
insensitivity would be less glaring.
This mess will be straightened out faster if you speak
to both your brother and Marian and admit your role in it
by not speaking up when you
should have. Although I can
understand Marian's wish for
a picture reflecting the 'family bloodline," she's ignoring
the fact that the "O'Briens*
are a blended family -- with
an emphasis on the word FAMILY -- and her membership
rules are so stringent that even
she doesn't qualify.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Murray Ledger & Times

Does heat make
bottled water toxic?
DEAR DR.GOTT: My question, concern or perhaps even
more accurately, fear, is of an
upcoming surgery to repair a
hernia. And I am honestly scared.
I am not sure which portion of
the surgery frightens me the
most — the anesthesia, the surgery or waking up in the recovery room. My social background
was one that never encouraged
trust in others, but instead created a need to be in control. I
am 54 years old and this would
be my first surgery since 1970.
Please share some advice, as
I find a degree of peace and
wisdom in your words.
DEAR READER: Facing an
operation can be scary, but hernia surgery is, in general, safe
and gives you options. For example, the procedure might be performed under local anesthesia.
In this way, you will be in control of the situation because you
will be wide awake during and
after the procedure.
Share your concerns with your
surgeon so he or she is aware
of your discomfort and fear.
would require appropriate test- Perhaps your doctor can cooring that, to my knowledge, na, dinate a visit to the hospital
yet to be documented. We are and recovery room. Your hosall guilty of leaving an unopened pital or surgeon should autoor partially consumed bottle of matically arrange a meeting with
water in an automobile with the the anesthesiologist prior to surthought of finishing it the next gery. If this is not the case,
day — especially during the add a visit to the anesthesiolwarm summer months. Until ogist to your list of things to
reports are substantiated, I sug- do, the surroundings and those
gest that people take precau- involved will all be recognizations by avoiding drinking water ble. Then, when you appear on
from plastic containers that may the day of the procedure, you
have been left in a warm car. should not have any surprises
To give you related infor- awaiting you. You can proceed
mation, I am sending you a with the surgery and will feel
copy of my Health Report relief at getting the hernia
"Breast Cancer and Disorders." repaired.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A friend
whose mother was diagnosed
with breast cancer was told by
her doctor that women should
not drink bottled water that has
been left in a car because of
the heat reaction. It appears the
plastic bottle
has certain
chemicals
that can lead
to breast cancer.
Heat
causes toxins
the
from
plastic
to
leak into the
water, and
those toxins
have been
By
identified in
Dr. Peter Gott cancerous
breast tissue. He recommends
using a stainless-steel canteen
or glass bottle instead.
DEAR READER: I have
received dozens of letters such
as yours about heated water in
plastic containers being associated with breast cancer. There
may be a reaction, but that

Dr. Gott

C0111111Ctiridge
An Unusual Defensive Play
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
•K 7 54
1
,K J 9 3
•6 3
*Q 102
WEST

EAST

•J9

•A 6 2
•10 8 5
•K 8 5
+9763

V7 4 2
*Q11074
+K 8 4

SOUTH
•Q 10 8 3
•A Q tS
•A 9 2
• J5
The bidding:

South
I NT

West

North

kast

Pass
Pass
2•
Pass
4*
2+
Opening lead — queen of diamonds.
There are plays a defender can
make that clearly run against the
grain and yet are indubitably correct.
For example, consider this deal
where South arrived at four spades
after a Stayman inquiry by North.
Declarer won the opening diamond
lead with the ace and played a low
spade to the kMg, on which West
produced the nine and East the
deuce!
When the king held, South natu-

rally concluded that West had the
ace. So when he next led another
trump from dummy and East followed low, declarer finessed the ten,
hoping West had started with A-9
doubleton. But West won the trick
with the jack, and South finished
down one, losing two trump tricks, a
diamond and a club.

East's play of the deuce of spades
on the king was, of course, unusual,
but it was well-conceived. He realized that West might have the 1-9
doubleton, in which case the
defense's best chance of scoring two
trump tricks was to allow the king of
spades to win the trick.
Now let's consider what might
have happened had Last taken the
king of spades with the ace. Ile
would have cashed the king of diamonds and shifted to a club. Ikclarer
would no doubt finesse, losing to the
king, win the probable club return in
dummy and lead a trump, East following low.
There is no way of knowing
whether South would finesse and go
down one, or whether he would go
up with the queen and make the contract. But there is no question that
East's duck of the king of spades
gave his side a much better chance to
defeat the contract.

Tomorrow: Larceny of a very high order.
4: 2007 lcng I mums Sv nd.c..ste

Crosswords

FC0F1 113E_1111rE

FI1=1IE

WCIFiSilE(ir)

D(u)

IPIE11•141UIT!!--;TNEeRE 5N0WIN6 PICTURES
OF NU6E SNOWFLAKES FALLING
6ENTLY ON NIS BEAUTIFUL
SNOW COVERED MEADOW

YOU CAN SEE
TSIE SAME Twir46
Ri6NT NOW IF
YOU 60 OUTSIDE

ACROSS

43 Approves
46 Towel ott

1 Hansoms
5 Sarcastic retort
8 Blunder
12 Almond-shaped
13 Ms Lupin°
14 Ship of myth
15 Hatcher or Garr
16 Seed container
17 Boldly attempt
18 News summary
20 Specks
on a globe
21 Wnnkle-free
24 Come as a
post
27 Peon° and Hirt
28 Crumple up
31 Pound
on the door
32 Invite
33 Bleached-out
34 Shout
of surprise
35 Colony member
36 Weird
37 Couch
39 Oil-bearing rock

47 Handle roughly
49 Prunes a hedge
51 Luau
strummers
52 Farm animal
53 Great Lakes
ladri
54 Docs prescribe
them
55 Rainbow band
56 Mar

DOWN
1 Collapsible bed
2 Declare
3 Like some
necessities
4 Cutting thin
5 Zoo
heavyweight
6 Shakespeare
title word
7 Once owned
8 Traipses about
9 Grad-school
exam

Answer to Previous Puzzle

0111013 UMW MMUS
MOO MUM CM
mpopp 'BROMIC'
0MMDEM MOM
MOM IAA E100
UODUCIO 0
MAM MB MO 1110M
c1EJDIAMMMO
nola WM MEM
@MO MUMR0M
mommu gRamul

ANN OEM MTN
12-50 2007 United Feature Syndicate Inc
10 People
devourer
11 Celts, to
Romans
19 Sculpture
or music

MMIll MIME
MIMI MEM MEM
MEM IMO MOM
MEM
ME=
Midi=
did= MO add
MEM AIM MIMI
MOM ME AM=
MEd=
MM. MEM
MEM OM Mid
MR= A= AM=
MINIM AIM MEM

20 Badges and
such
22 Bad-tempered
23 Broad-antlered
animal
24 Cable network
25 Sigh
of content ,
26 Famous
flUrrief0

28 Seriels of Wass
29 Ms MacGraw
30 Actress Wallace-Stone
32 Collection
of tales
33 Rode a bike
35 Summer drink
36 Cartoon shriek
38 Yielded
39 Crawled,
perhaps
40 Go
backpacking
41 Parroted
42 Not so expensive
44 Time long past
45 Quick drive
47 Pricing word

48 Impress
50 Salon request
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Lane gets first win
over feisty Bulldogs
GARNER HAS GAME-HIGH 25
;ry. POINTS TO LEAD LAKERS
By T1M MACALUSTEft
*ions Writer
. The Calloway County Lakers welcomed in the Bruce Lane
era in style Tuesday night with a hard-fought 62-57 victory over
Fulton City at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
. It was no walk in the park for Lane and the Lakers, however, as the two squads battled down to the wire before Calloway
Aas able to seal the victory.
*. For his part, though. Lane was happy to take a victory in
whatever form it presented itself.
"We beat a good team, a good-coached
, team," he said. "This is a very big win for us."
From the opening tip it was a dogfight for the
Lakers. The Bulldogs of Fulton City jumped out
to an early lead before a couple of late threes by
Calloway sophomore Austin Lilly got the
Lakers back in it. Lilly would end the first guarter with nine points, all from three-pointers.
Lane
The Lakers took their first lead with 1:31 left
the first quarter, 11-10. After a three from Lilly and a lay-up
George Garner, the Lakers led 17-12 at the end of the first
arter.
The Bulldogs would bounce back in the second quarter,
wever. Fulton City took advantage of the Lakers' 2-3 zone
fense with slashing drives from senior guards Blake Lawson
d Dacron Williams. The Bulldogs jumped out to a 12-2 run to
the second quarter and regained the lead 24-19.
b Calloway picked up the slack with 4:20 remaining in the half
Old got baskets from juniors George Garner and Derek
polomon to cut the lead to 24-23. Only down by one, Tyrell
Ofillis electrified the crowd with a steal and a dunk to give the
kers a one-point advantage.
Fulton City got six points from senior guard Tevin Hobbs in
swer, but Garner and Solomon provided two baskets•apiece
r the Lakers. Bulldog guard Jacquise Locket ended the half
ith a score and gave Fulton City a 32-29 advantage at the half.
r. The Lakers were hurt by their poor performance at the free
stripe. They went just 4-of-11 (36 percent). Calloway
%as led in scoring by George Garner with 12 points at the half
Austin Lilly with 9. The Bulldogs had a 23-17 advantage on
tie boards which led to several second chance points.
The Lakers jumped out to a fast start in the second half of
play. Garner hit two easy layups to put the Lakers back on top,
;...
ta See LAKERS, 2C
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CITY OF METROPOLIS TOURNAMENT

CCHS will 'measure
up' against Massac
Co. in title game
WEBB PACES LADY LAKE\RS
WITH I4-POINT PERFORMANCE
Staff Report
Calloway County picked up its second win in as many nights
at the City of Metropolis Tournament, pushing their record in the
Illinois tournament to 2-() heading into a Thursday night showdown with host squad Massac County.
The Lady Lakers got a 14-point performance from senior
guard Shelby Webb en route to a 73-21 pummeling of Meridian
(111.) Tuesday night at Massac County High School.
The story of the night was defensive domination by the Lady
Lakers. For the third consecutive game, Calloway's defense stifled the opposition. trapping them and forcing numerous
-turnovers. Calloway held Meridian under 10 points in the first
half and stole the ball 18 times in the contest.
Lady Laker head coach Scott Sivills told his squad at halftime he believes they are finally understanding the importance
of defense and the role it will play in the success of his squad
this season.
Calloway wasted no time in putting Meridian away,jumping
put to a 28-6 first-quarter lead and stretching that margin to 489 at the half. It was more of the same in the second half, as the
Lady Lakers took a 62-15 lead into the fourth quarter.
Senior point guard Sam Butts scored 12 points and junior
Kayla Cunningham notched II. Rachel Adams scored 10 points
in the post and gabbed a team-high seven rebounds. Fellow post
player Averee Fields scored eight points and pulled down six
boards.
Junior guard Karra Jones also scored eight points while Webb
led the team in assists with five.
With three games under its belt. Calloway has put away the
competition by an average of 36 points per game. That will likely change on Thursday. however as the Lady Lakers face off
with Illinois power Massac County, a team that has beaten them
in the Metropolis tournament the past two years.
Sivills called the contest with Massac a "measuring stick
game." Tip-off is 8 p.m. Thursday at Massac County.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Chess Volp pulls this ball back from the reach of Fulton County's Shun Udley in the first half Tuesday night at Murray
High School. Volp had 13 points in the win.

Bounce Back Victory
TIGERS REBOUND FROM WEEKEND LOSS, BEAT PILOTS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
There's a whole lot going on for David
Fields, or for that matter, any head coach
while they're patrolling the sidelines for
the duration of a game.
Besides drawing up schemes, calling
out plays, working officials, and grabbing
a sip of water from the Gatorade bottle,
not everything registers with the membrane.
So when told he held a team scoreless
for nearly nine minutes Tuesday night,
Fields' eyes popped opened and he had
just one response.

"Wow."
That wowing performance was shared
by those in attendance at Murray High
School Tuesday as the Tigers beat Fulton
County 55-35 in Kentucky prep basketball action.
It was a strong defe
°finance,
coupled with a cold in
by the Pilots that seal Ifirdeal for the
Tigers.
The Tigers took a 30-22 lead into the
locker room, but Fulton County quickly
came out and made it a 30-24 contest with
nearly 6:00 left to play.
From there, Fulton County finished the

quarter I-of-6 from the field, including 03 from beyond the arc, 0-2 from the stripe
and, seven turnovers later, trailed 34-24.
Fields knows limiting the Pilots to just
one shot was key in the stretch run, but
believes the second half adjustment made
to Fulton County's Leonard 4
ihrisissoit
Smith had 12 poftttf;lithe hal
made a slight adjustment moving senior
forward Chess Volp to guard the athletic
big man and Smith had just four points in
the second half, all coming in the fourth
quarter.
•See TIGERS, 2C

LADY TIGERS 45, LADY PILOTS 43

Going
Green
FRESHMAN'S EFFORTS DOWN
STRETCH HELP

MHS STAY PERFECT

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
There was less than a second remaining Tuesday
night at Murray High School and in order to escape
defeat, the Fulton County girls' basketball team was
going to have to inbound the ball the length of the
court and beat the buzzer with a bucket.
Instead, Amanda Winchester, guarding the inbound
pass,just kind of threw her hand up and deflected the
ball, where it landed in Murray High territory and the
Lady Tigers escaped with a 45-43 victory over the
Lady Pilots Tuesday.
It may have seemed like a ho-hum effort for
Winchester, but for head coach Rechelle Turner it
epitomized what the 5-foot-7 guard meant for the
longtime Lady Tiger coach down the stretch.
What seemed like a sure thing, turned into a hairpulling contest for Murray High as they nearly blew
an eight-point third quarter lead.
The Lady Tigers (2-0) entered the final eight minutes with a 40-32 lead and after a trio of turnovers to
U See MHS,SC

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray High junior Stacey McClure is fouled as she goes up for a
shot against Fulton County's Kiara Bogen in the second half
Tuesday night. McClure finished with 10 points in the win.

RACER ROUNDUP

The waiting game is almost over
RACERS HOST COLONELS IN KEY OVC GAME THURSDAY AT
Or TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The Murray State women's basketball propam has been waiting for this week since
March.
March 3rd, to be exact,
On Thursday night, the Racers will step on
the court opposite an Ohio Valley Conference
opponent for the first time since their heartbreaking 2-point OVC Championship loss to
Southeast Missouri.

When Murray State hosts Eastern Kentucky
at the Regional Special Events Center, firstyear head coach Jody Adams and her charges
hope to put themselves right back in the position they found so becoming last season —
challenging for an OVC title.
The Racers will find out quickly where they
their quest
stand in the conference.
for a title by squaring off against a surprising
Eastern Kentucky squad. Boosted by strong
guard play, the Lady Colonels are sitting pret-

be

RSEC

ty at 4-1, and atop the conference.
Eastern was picked just seventh in the OVC
preseason poll, but after the Lady Colonels
went to Fort Myers, Fla.. and won the Florida
Gulf Coast Classic, picking up victories over
both the host team and Valparaiso, some heads
in the conference turned — including Adams'.
The head coach compared Eastern to a
Tennessee-Chattanooga team that handed her
squad a 68-58 loss on Nov. 23.
IP See ADAMS,3C

MICHAEL DANN i
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First-year head
coach
Jody
Adams and the
Racers
will
host Eastern
Kentucky
Thursday at the
RSEC
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CORE ESCLA NZ'CP

Highly-touted Wildcat guard may stay at UK

Haverstock Insurance Agency

LEGION'S MOM SAYS HE'S HAVING DOUBTS ABOUT LEAVING KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
One day after Kentucky
announced freshman Alex
Legion had told coach Billy
Gillispie he wanted to transfer,
Legion's mother says her son
and Gillispie have apparently
worked out their problems.
Annette Legion told the
Lexington Herald-Leader on
Tuesday that she had heard from
,wo people about the possibility
of the point guard reaching an
understanding with Gillispie but

MLR ROUNDUP

Tigers acquire
Cabrera,
Willis in
preliminary
agreement
NASHV.11JLE. Tenn.(API
One swift move, two new stars.
The Detroit Tigers are joading
up for another run at the World
Senes. this time with Miguel
Cabrera and Dontrelle Willis.
Detroit reached a preliminary
agreement Tuesday to acquire
Cabrera and Willis from the
Honda Marlins for a package of
six players. an unexpected
blockbuster trade that developed
quickly at the winter meetings.
"I'm glad we're in the other
division," Red Sox manager
Terry Francona said. -That lineup JUNI got scary."
In a huge deal that took the
potlight away from Boston's
pursuit of Johan Santana.
Honda gets lefty Andrew
Miller. outfielder Cameron
Maybin and four other prospects
man the Tigers. a baseball offitill with knowledge of the talks
...ud on condition ot anonymity
because the trade had not yet
been tinalited.
The Marlins also receive
etcher Mike Rabelo and nghthanders Burke Badenhop.
ruin& Tse 1.a rruy and Dallas
fraherti The players involved
must pass physicals for the deal
to be completed

had not heard directly from her valued member of your proson.
gram, and Alex was definitely
"I'm told Billy and he have that," Gillispie said in the stateworked out their differences," ment Monday night. "He has
Annette Legion said. "If that's tremendous potential as a player
true, I will support him. I don't and a student, but most imporhave a problem if he goes back. tantly, he is a wonderful young
He's the one that's doing the man. We hate to see him leave,
hardship. He's the one doing the but if he can be happier elseworkouts."
where then all you can do is
Kentucky
announced - wish him the best."
Monday night that Legion
Legion had started twice and
would transfer.
played in all six of Kentucky's
"You always hate to lose a games. He averaged 6.7 points

in 17-plus minutes per game.
Legion did not enter the
game against North Carolina on
Saturday until the 11:07 mark of
the second half, after fans chanted his name.
Legion played a seasonjow
six minutes and scored seven
points against North Carolina.
His mother said playing time
was not the problem. "It has
nothing to do with basketball,"
she said.

•Tigers
From Page 1C
"Defensively. I felt like we
played pretty well," Fields said.
"We had very few breakdowns
against a team that's very capable of getting to the basket anytime they want to. I thought
that's what kept us in the game.
This really wasn't a 20-point
win for us. Fulton was nght
there most of the time and could
have gone off at any given
moment, but we made a big run
to start the fourth quarter that
really helped us out."
Murray High got the car
going again in the final eight
minutes, due in large part to 10
points by Aaron Jones.
The 6-foot-3, 211 -pound junior forward was 4-of-.5 from the
field in the fourth quarter, while
grabbing four rebounds in the
game and finishing with 14
points.
But the steady hand of Cole
Hurt led the Tigers with a teamhigh 16 points. Volp tacked on
13 points and Kwame Duffy finished with 10.
Brett Gibson had four points.
while Kenneth Trice didn't
score, but did hand out five
assists.
Murray High also outrebounded the pogo stick jumping
Pilots by five, 22-17 and for
Fields' • Tigers to do that, he
believes speaks volumes for
where his program has progressed to.
Fulton County had two offensive rebounds in the first half
and six in the second, albeit,
three of which were very close
to the end of the ballgarne.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Kwame Duffy goes up for this shot against Fulton County's
Shun Udley in the firSt half Tuesday at Murray High School.
Duffy had 10 points in the win.
Aside from the loss Murray
High suffered Saturday at
Graves County. Fields had the
feeling he was walking into a
trap game against the Pilots.
"We conic out of Graves,
having some missed opportunities there, in a game we should
have won and with Fulton
County. we knew they lost a ton.
but I knew they were talented.
When I went anikti
.
ihed them
play. I was actually surprised at
how talented they were. 1

shouldn't have been. But I was."
Murray High will host
Mayfield Monday (Dec. 10) at
7:3(1 p.m.
ructriN COUNTY 13 09

02 11 - - 35
MURRAY HIGH
18 12 04 21 - 55
Fulton County (0-4) - S Udley 4
Smith 16 C Smith 2. T Udley 2 Harden
6 Scott Winters 2 Foederer 3 Freeman
Fair
FG: 15-35 3-41 FG: 1-12 (Fooderer) FT:
4-6 Fouls: 17 Rebounds: 17
Murree Hien (2-1)- Hurt 16 Jones 14
Voir> 11 Dully 110 Gipson 14i Tnce
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Tuesday's Scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys Basketball
Adair Co 75. Marion Co 52
Central
77. Pike Co Central 63
Allen
Allen Co -Scottsville 62, Barren Co 49
Apollo 59. Warren Central 57
Bell Co 65 Claiborne County. Tenn 52
Berea 62 Pans 48
Boone Co 58 Ryle 17
Bourbon Co 55, Bracken Co 41
Bulk11 East 69, Lou Fairdale 58
Butler Co 59. Whitesville Trinity 55 OT
Calloway Co 82, Fulton City 57
Campbell Co 68. Saver Grove 34
Casey Co 67, Pulaski Co 54
Clay Co 67, Harlan 45
Corbin 64. Cawood 46
Gov Catholic 76, St Henry 63
Dixie Heights 57, Conner 46
East Carter 54. Lewis Co 47
Estill Co 65. Lee Co 61
Evangel Christian 77 Eminence 57
Foil Campbell 90. Cnttenden Co 46
Fort Knox 70, Frederick Frieze 45
Franklin Co 80, East Jessamine 49
Gallatin Co 78, Williamstown 63
Garrard Co 87, Burger 53
Graves Co 81, Ballard Memorial 38
Grayson Co 70. Breckinndge Co 46
Green Co 72, Hart Co 59
Greenwood 73, Elizabethtown 51
Hancock Co 57. Meade Co 42
Hamson Co 68. Nicholas Co 53
Hazard 51 Knott Co Central 51
Heath 77 Maylield 67
Henderson Co 65. Webster Co 51
Henry Co 62, North Bullet 51
Hickman Co 71, Reidland 58
Holrnes 61. Simon Kenton 47
Hopkinhv,Ile 93. Union Co. 49
Jackson City 63. Riverside Christian 53
Johnson Central 93. South Floyd 57
June Buchanan 106. Jenkins 42
Knox Central 85, Jackson Co 75
Ky School for the Deal 56. Lou. St
Francis 52
Lee Bryan Station 85. Lincoln Co 79
Lee Sayre 39. Frankfort 30
Livingston Central 78. Carlisle Co 76
Lou Ballard 63. Lou Western 54
Lou Central 72. Lou Butler 70
Lou Collegiate 42. Whiteheicl Academy
29
Lou Eastern 62. Lou St Xavier 54
Lou Holy Cr05.5 62 Build/ Central 52
Lou Jeftersontown 82 Lou Atherton 48
Lou Male 50 Lou Doss 42
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 118. Lou
Iroquois 66
Lou Shawnee 69 Lou Moore 62
Lou Trinity 48 Lou Brown 34
Lou Waggener 83, Lou Valley 54
Lynn Camp 96. Red Bird 89
Madisonville-North Hopkins 83. Hopkins
Co Central 54
McCreary Central 87. Mercer Co 77
McLean Co 64 Dawson Springs 47
Metcalfe Co 75. Cumberland Co 69
Middlesboro 73. BarbourvIlle 57
Model 50. Beth Haven 44
Monroe Co 63, Clinton Co 59
PAuhienborg North 71, Oho Co 50
Muhlenberg South 64. Edmonson Co
62

Murray 55, Fulton Co 35
Newport 75, Ludlow 52
Newport Central Catholic 74. Cov. Holy
Cross 61
North Hardin 76, Lou DuPont Manual
65
Oldham Co. 62, Nelson Co 60
Owen Co. 58, Trimble Co. 47
Owsley Co 50. Leslie Co. 48
Paintsville 104. Betsy Layne 37
Pineville 75. Evans 32
Powell Co. 79, k4enitee Co. 57
ProciOrville Fairland, Ohio 111, Greenup
Co 83
Rocitcasee Co 67, Boyle Co 54
Rose Hell Ctinshan 48, Fairview 45
Rowan Co 58. Fleming Co. 50
Scott Co. 77, Lee Lafayette 47
Shelby Co. 75, Lou Seneca 65
Somerset 71, Russell Co 51
South Laurel 57. Whitley Co. 45
Spencer Co 58, Lloyd Memorial 46
St Mary 63, Lone Oak 59
Taylor Co 75, Campbellsville 45
Walton-Verona 60. Grant Co 55
Warren East 84. Russellville 75
Wayne Co 73, Monticello 47
West Carter 36. Raceland 35
Western Hills 68, Washington Co. 40
White House, Tenn 58, FranklinSimpson 42
Woodford Co 73, Madison Southern 57
Gels Basketball
Apollo 70, Owensboro 66, OT
Bardstown 48. John Hardin 42, OT
Bowling Green 57. Butler Co. 44
Casey Ca 59. Pulaski Co 38
Central Hardin 74. Lou Male 44
Cumberland coi 55 Metcalfe Co. 39
Evans 41, Pibeville 37
Frankfort 24, Lee Sayre 23
Graves Co 70, Ballard Memorial 65
Harrison Co 58, Nicholas Co 24
Hart Co 64. Green Co 52
Henderson Co 60. Castle, Ind 38
Jackson Co 76. Knox Central 36
Lexington Catholic 63, Lou Mercy 48
Lou Doss 68, Lou. Eastem 30
Lou Fairdale 50, Bullet East 46
Lou Holy Cross 51, Bullth Central 40
Lou Iroquois 90. Lou Pleasure Ridge
Park 60
Lou Ky Country Day 57 Lou Brown
28
Lou Moore 62, Lou Shawnee 18
Lou St Francis 57. Ky School for the
Deal 31
Lou Waggener 48, Lou Valley 45
Madisonville-North Hopkins 55. Hopkins
Co. Central 45
Marion Co 78. Adair Co 40
Marshall Co 72, Lyon Co 25
Mercer Co 67, Washington Co. 56
Monroe Co. 61. Clinton Co 26
Murray 45, Fulton Co 43
Nelson Co 80, LaRue Co 21
North Bullitt 65, South Oldham 51
Pendleton Co 59, Calvary Christian 39
Red Bird 57, Oneida Baptist 42
Riverside Christian 75, Jackson City 62
St Mary 44. Lone Oak 32
Taylor Co 55, Campbellsville 42
Warren East 73, Russellville 39
Webster Co 50. Fort Campbell 13
Whitefield Academy 63. Lou Collegiate
30

FG: 20-54 3-p1 FG: 1-12 (Gibson) Fr:
74-20 Fouls: to Rebounds: 22

•Lakers

si NIGHT
Murray State Basketball

sponsored
bY Regions
Bank

Racers vs.
Eastern Kentucky
Dec. 5th at 7 p.m.

\)
0
suRRA,

$1°° General
Admission
Tickets
$16° Hotdogs

STATE

$P° 16oz
Soft Drinks

From Page 1C
33-32. 'resin Hobbs would end
the drought for Fulton City but
after an and-1 by junior Luke
Anderson and a shot from
behind the arc from freshman
Brock Simmons, the Lakers led
by five. The Bulldogs would hit
only one more field goal in the
quarter and the Lakers led 42-36
at the end of the third.
Fulton City opened up the
fourth quarter with a layup but
Calloway would go on a 9-0 run
afterwards. Now with a 51-39
disadvantage, Fulton City
pumped up the pressure. The
Bulldogs executed a 2-2-1 press
that enabled them to go on their
own 9-2 run.
With the score now 53-49,
the Lakers had to match the
Bulldogs' intensity. Now in a
man to man defense, the Lakers
forced turnovers and got easy
baskets. George Garner had two
key baskets but Hobbs and
Lawson for Fulton City would
not let the Ulcers stretch the

‘turray

lead. The score was 57-54 with
only 2:43 left in the game.
The Lakers played solid
defense and crashed the boards
in the last two minutes to seal
the victory. Luke Anderson had
a key rebound and put-back to
put the Ulcers up 61-57 with
only seconds remaining in the
game. With one more free
throw, the Lakers won the
game, 62-57.
George Garner led the
Lakers in scoring with 25 points
and Austin Lilly contributed
with 12. The Lakers outrebounded the Bulldogs in the
second half, 29-20, and would
Fulton City
Calloway Co.

12 20 6 19-57
'17 12 13 20-62

Fulton C11y (1-2)- Lawson 17. Hobbs
16 Wilaems 10, Lockett 8, Young 6,
Taylor, Pearson. Porterfield
FO: 23 3-poInt FG: 3(Lawson 3) FT: 820 Fouls: 18
Callowey Co. (1-0) - Gamer 25 Lilly
12 Weis 6 Kelly 5 Anderson 5
Solomon 4 Simmons 3. Dobbins 2
Burnous, HA
FO: 24 3-poInt FO: 5(bey 4, S(mmons)
FT: 9-22 Rebounds: 18 Fouls: 39

end with a three rebounding
ratio.
The Lakers will take on
University School of Tennessee
this Saturday at home at 3:30
p.m.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Lindy Suite,

608 Motel Si. • 753 5842

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLECiE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Georgetown vs Alabama at
Birmingham Ala
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Syracuse at Virginia
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - West Virginia vs Auburn at
Birmingham Ala
NBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN - L A Lakers at Denver
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Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
WFGE 103 7 FM WNELS 1340
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State
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Enter for a chance to win two
tickets
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

No Day at the Park

No. 2 MEMPHIS BEATS No. 24 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 62-58 IN OVERTIME

NEW YORK (AP) — It wasn't as if
Madison Square Garden became a kiddie
park for the day. All people were talking
about as the Jimmy V Classic approached
were the freshmen who would be on display
in the doubleheader.
None Of the three — Michael Beasley of
Kansas State, O.J. Mayo of Southern
California or Derrick Rose of Memphis —
had a spectacular outing. They all looked
like; well, freshmen.
1 think what you saw tonight was maturity,: decision-making in the flow of the
garde, when to go and when to stop,'

Memphis coach John Calipari said after his
second-ranked Tigers beat No. 24 Southern
California 62-58 in overtime Tuesday night.
-They both did the same things, took bad
shots. That's freshmen stuff."
Rose had nine points and 10 rebounds but
the 6-foot-3 guard was 3-for-9 from the field
and had five turnovers.
-The hype sometimes you want tobe that
person but that comes with the territory,"
Rose said. "You want all the hype. You just
go out and play hard and you'll get it but
you've got to make sure you don't get too
bigheaded when you get it."

In other Top 25 games, it was: No. I
North Carolina 106, Penn 71; No. 9
Michigan State 66, Bradley 61; and No. 10
Tennessee 76, Chattanooga 70.
Mayo was 6-for-20 from the field —
including missing seven straight shots over
the last 14 minutes of regulation and the first
4:45 of overtime.
"I'm just trying to get better as a player,"
Mayo said. "I'm not perfect, but I strive to
be perfect. Nobody plays perfect, but I just
try to get better."

From Page 1C
"They have a good insideout game, like UTC," she said.
"They can step out to the threepoint range, and they can bring
it inside. We'll have to do a
great job against them defensively. Our players know that.
We started talking about that
today, about how we want to
guard them in different
schemes."
On guard:
Eastern's formidable backcourt of preseason All-OVC
selection Crystal Jones and her
partners in crime Niki Avery
and Ashley Cazee are a big reason the Lady Colonels are sitting at 4-I.
At 5-foot-9, Jones is capable
of taking her game inside,
which she does. Jones is averaging 13 points per game, but
she's being eclipsed in point
totals by her backcourt buddies.
Cazee leads Eastern in scoring, averaging 15.8 points per
game and was named OVC
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Player of the Week on Nov. 26
Mukay High's Emily Benson gets this pass past a Fulton for
her performance in the
County defender in the first half Tuesday night. Benson Florida Gulf Coast Classic.
She
scored 12 points in the victory.
also picked up tournament MVP
honors as she averaged 18.5
start the quarter, the Lady Tigers that though."
points, 4.5 rebounds and 4.5
had:a 43-37 lead with 5:05 left
Murray High was 2-of-11 assists.
to [gay after a hoop and harm from the line in the fourth quarWith their three guards averbucket by Winchester.
ter and 7-for-l8 in the game.
That was Murray High's last The team shot 17-of-44 from the aging in double figures, the
Lady Colonels spread the ball
field goal of the quarter. To boot, field and held Fulton County (1around and lead the conference
the Lady Tigers spent the last 3) to I8-of-49 shooting and 4in assists, with Cazee, Jones and
2:24 going 0-of-8 from the free of-14 from beyond the arc.
Avery all averaging more than
throw line and had six turnovers
Jokingly, Turner said the bas- four assists
per game.
in the quarter.
ketball gods were shining down
The Racers are no slouches
But when Turner needed a on her team Tuesday night, but
on the perimeter. either, making
veteran or an upperclassman. perceived the late game probfor an interesting backcourt
she got Winchester instead, who lems as a sign or early season jitmatchup. Murray State junior
is just a freshman.
ters.
guard Amber Guffey is capable
"Amanda Winchester was
"I don't know what our deal of
taking over games and leads
wonderful." Turner said. "It was at the free throw line
the OVC in scoring, averaging
seemed like when everyone else tonight. They've been doing
19 points per game. Alaina Lee
disappeared, she emerged. well making them in practice.
and Shaleea Petty join Guffey in
When we needed a steal she got The other night in game we
giving the Racers an energetic,
one.ytchen we needed a rebound made them down the stretch. I
pesky backcourt that will be
she got one. She just did an out- think tonight, a lot of it was jittested against the Lady
standing job and her deflecting ters."
Colonels.
the last pass of the game was
Murray will have a week off
"I think we'll show them
evident of how much she was before hosting Heath (1-2) Dec.
different things," Adams
some
involved, especially in the last II at 7:30 p.m.
said. "When you play a great
FULTON COUNTY 10 02 08 11 —43
quarter."
guard corps, you want to try to
MURRAY HIGH
09 22 09 05 — 45
Emily Benson and Haley Fulton
County (1-3) — Goodman 7,
keep
them off balance. I don't
Armstrong each led the Lady Esters 8, Barnett 8, Ways 11. Bogan 5.
think any one of our guards is
Tigers with 12 points a piece. Chews 4. Vandal
going to be able to stop their
FG: 18-49 3-pt FO: 4-14 (Esters 2.
Starry McClure tacked on 10 Barnett
2) FT: 3-7
Fouls: 17,
guards. I think it's going to be
points and led MHS with seven Rebounds: 21
collectively; a team effort.
Murray High (2-0) — McClure 10.
rebounds.
"Hopefully our team defense
Dteieman 8. Benson 12, Winchester
Leah Dieleman was good for Crouch 2, Armstrong 12. Perry
will weigh on them over a 40six : points and six assists. FG: 17-52 3-pt FG: 4-10 (Benson 2,
minute span. The three guards
Winchester finished with three Armstrong 2) FT: 7-18 Fouls: 9
Rebounds: 28
play 31 minutes-plus, so I hope
and: Sarah Crouch had two
points.
Turner cites a lack of biggame situations and an inability
to Substitute as much as she
wotild like to as one of the
downfalls for Tuesday night's
near debacle, but says that it's
also something that, in time, her
girls will become more comfortable with.
"Right now. we just need
them to play. You cannot emulate these late game situations in
practice. Part of Leah and
Stacey's problem there towards
the end is they were tired. I did
not give Leah a break the entire
game. She had no break at all
the entire night and that's my
fault. That takes a toll on them,
but we're going to have to learn
late in the game that we're going
to have to do a better job of
bending our knees and getting a
little extra push when we're
tired. Again. I blame myself for

MARY ALTAFFER / AP

Memphis' Derrick Rose drives past Southern California's
Daniel Hackett during the second half of the Jimmy V Classic
college basketball tournament Tuesday at Madison Square
Garden in New York.

COLLEGE
FOOTBALL

Auburn,
Tuberville
agree to 2-year
extension
NEW YORK (AP) —
Auburn
coach
Tommy
Tuberville reportedly agreed to a
two-year contract extension
Tuesday that includes a
$200,000 annual raise and ends
speculation that he might leave
for another job.
Tuberville, who was in New
York for National Football Hall
of Fame functions, told The
Birmingham News and The
Huntsville Times that he and
athletic director Jay Jacobs
reached an agreement that will
run through tr 2013 season,
They compl td the deaT
Tuesday afternoon in a meeting
at his hotel.
He will make $2.8 million
next season, escalating to $3.8
million in the final year. the two
newspapers reported.
Tuberville had been mentioned as a candidate for the
now-filled Texas A&M job and
the Arkansas opening, which
remains vacant.
"We're excited about it.
Tuberville said. "It's one oi
those things that we worked it
slow. I know people have been
MICHAEL DANN (Ledger & Times
anxious. I haven't been looking
Amber Guffey (left) and the Racer guard corp will have their at any other job. 1 don't want
work cut out for them against an Eastern Kentucky guard trio any other job. I love Auburn. We
want to be at Auburn a long
that is turning heads in the Ohio Valley Conference.
time, as long as we can be there.
our pressure will begin to both- Angela Brown sits at second in Good things happen slow. We're
er them. But it will be a team the conference in individual excited about it."
effort in guarding three talented field goal percentage. hitting 54
He said the deal includes a
guards."
percent of her shots.
buyout clause and will provide
Deed-eye shoetleic
With her team shooting so security for his assistant coachMurray State leads the OVC well from the stripe, Adams es.
in both field goal percentage wants her team to make it a pri"We made sure the coaches
and free throw percentage and ority to get to the free throw are comfortable, and they are,"
ranks second in three-point line.
Tuberville said. "They're excitshooting
percentage. The
"We get free throws in ed about it."
Racers are shooting 44 percent between our sets and water
Tuberville, who had been
from the field, 40 percent from breaks," she said. -But you'll seeking multiyear contracts for
beyond the arc, and have been see them before and after prac- his assistants along with faciliautomatic from the charity tice, getting that time in with ties upgrades, did not immedistripe, shooting a lights-out 83 free throws. That is a goal of ately return a message left on his
percent.
ours, to get to the free throw cell phone by The Associated
Press Tuesday night.
Old Dominion transfer line 20 times a game."

S & R's Bargain Outlet
Groceries and More

Murray's Only
Discount Grocery Store!
Name Brands You Know & Trust!
Groceries, Cleaning Products, Health & Beauty
SHRTER HOURS: 14001.411, 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AA4•3 PM

more infomiation «snia(
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)7594141
Fr N

••••

•.
lJ

408 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4663
In the old Vaught's Furniture Building
Next to Pizza Hut & El Mariachi Loco

•*1100.
.4.•••••

•.•

•-•,•
,
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Peppers Chevrolet,
Early Christmas
Cadillac, Buick,
Savings at iEt4
Pontiac, GivIC
Peppers Chrysler DECEMBER DEALS

Peppers Toyota
P'reocot,.,

TOYOTATHON!

oCloOt

Auto., 4 Cyl.
Stock
#TC8149

-1,750

Bonus Cash

411:5, 2008 Dodge 1500Quad SIT2WD
$29,475
MSRP
-2,937
Peppers Disc
- 5,000
Mfg. Rebates
- 1,750
Bonus Cash
•C774tar,:

2008
Toyota FJ Cruiser

•

•
• C.v..
•AP.VrAVCI)

• V-0

•
.
I Um

• eV. PI

• •04.-VMA

21,988°

2008Jeep Grand Cherokee
ClfrLaredo 2WD MSRP
$29,245
- 2,757
Peppers Disc

All New 2008
Toyota
Land Cruiser.

• Remote Start
• Ultrasonic Rear Parting Assist
• Cargo Package

Price

-1,000

Cash

•C15041
• I
• 4' Sr.

• PI
•T4:

21,988°

2008 Jeep. Commander Sport
MSRP
$30,250
- 2,762
Peppers
Disc
4111111011i
Mfg. Rebates
- 3000
Bonus Cash
- 1,000
500
If Military

Co

In Stock Now!!!
eawe See Out Fedi'
Seteetiaa e 7umebtad Ecielf

'22,988°

• Neu 1t
• t.,J S„,
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•hkiSt2500 C0J117000i 0n0e

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck com an

"51illa fever it takes, we want to be your car Or track company."

r*sa
642 3641 • I 404 744 Slit.

$47,480
MSRP
Peppers Disc -4,554
-4,000
Rebates

Stk 0GC7166
• Power Sunroof
•Heated Front & Rear Seats
•6 Disc CD Changer

Price $381926*

By
Sta

year

lin Resolve Malan $500 Rohn Ste Dealer tor Details!•

Fine Swear

-2007 Chevy Malibu LS
419

$19,525
ikvai MSRP
iwiammilm
.e---4111
"
- Peppers Disc - 2,280
-1,250
Rebates
Stk 0GC7990

•Side Impact Airbags
• Anti-Lock Brakes
• CD & RDS Stereo

Price

$15 995*
5

Farm hone Shaine thy MON Altlikeet$510 Noah too Mar

Dehisf'

the
ful

by
W.
co

dssuran'
ei
rages UtioriIMks Weft$1.50 Sic
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"F,.jbp$SWls5ta.5IIFUtUUIWI6005tt
"Whatever it takes, we want to be

your car or truck company."

IC

og
C.

PtPPek'S'

Jeep

7400 1 Weed $t •Pato

142111 wow SI P.,s a

$27,515*

hew knee Newbors Niy Rewire Aelationi $580 Rebate See Den* tw Details!••

-3,000
- SOO

Mfg. Rebates
If Militaty
Bonus

The Ultimate in SUVs.

PEPP/-/e C2

stk SGT8134

410, 2008 Chrysler 500LX
$25,300
MSRP
Jay
-1,312
Peppers Disc
-2,000
ruler*. Mfg. Rebates

Come See the

6))

$30,515
MSRP
Peppers Disc -3,000

19,788° 49 2007 Cadillac STS

I.

w6.46

•
▪ I, IA

Auto., 4WD
Stock
#TC8141

eio1,s iu

Vol.

13,998°

99,999*

0180011110f

2008 GMC Acadia

403, 2008 Dodge 1500ST2WD
MSRP
$22,055
Peppers Disc
- 1.817
Mfg. Rebates

2008
Toyota Camry LE

peppersautomotivp corn

414 I 41644

f'dtr,

1 NO 375 3229•7316.4?

IN

PepPers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2007 Chevrolet Impala LT 2007 Chevrolet Monte Carlo IS 2007 Pontiac Grand Prix
30,000 Miles.
Stk. *CP256
MSRP $23,065

8,000 Miles.
Stk. *CP 265
NISRP $21,860

30,000 Miles.
Stk. fiCP255

$12,989*

- i3898'

12,995'

2007 Jeep Wrangler X

2004 GNIC Envoy
4WD

9,000 Miles,
TIC, CD, AJC
Stk. ISCT7092A

33.09C Mlles Chrome Wheels Moonroof.
Stk. *GT8110A

2007 Dodge Nitro SLY 4WD
4,
/
9.1

-4

Ap.

$119,978'

10,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk. *CP196
MSRP $30,140

$22,998'

2003 Ford F-150 king Ranch

2007 Toyota Tundra Sit5 Crew Cab

50,000 Miles,
Crew Cab 4x4.
Stk. *P6634

6,000 Miles, TRD 4x4,
5.7L
Stk. OGT799989A
MSRP $34,662

$15,972+

$19,525'

$27,882'

2005 Buick Rendezvous Ultra 2005 Mercury Mountaineer 2007 Chevrolet Malibu Maxx LT
45,000 Miles, Leather,
Moonroof NAV.
Stk. *P6633

All Wheel Drhre, 40,000
Miles, Loather, 7
Passenger. Stk. *P6626

a

$115,542'

rilill"111.11111111

42,698'
'011001Pror
sly!

CliiTT

INMAN

clEs=

prime On INt. WM and 'Card* oridilhonal Sea

"b
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ev
18,
top
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Pe

sc

$13,875'

2003 Chevrolet Sliverado 15 2004 Chevrolet SlIverado 15 2007 Toyota Avalon Touring
73,000 Miles, 4 Dr., Ext.
Cab.
Stk. ITT7993C

ma

29,000 Mlles, V-6, Alloy
Wheels, Heated Seats.
Stk. *CP258

141
rw

$20,475'

By
Mu
Int

47,000 Miles, 4 Dr., Ext.
Cab.
Stk. 0GT7638A

28,000 Miles, Leather,
17" Alloy Wheels.
Stk. SICP198

$15,695'

$22,986'

30 doc too Included

"Whatever It 71744.4, ref want to be yOur car or truck cotnra

Pt-PP't7eY

2400 F Wood St • P.m., • 64? fAfil • 1 800-748 8816
www pepper satitorriohyr. cOm
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Jeep
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